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Ottawa County Times.
)L.

HOLLAND, MICHIGAN, JANUABY

I.

29,

NO.

1.

>LLAND (!ITY— AS IT IS AND AS IT WILL BE. Ottawa County Times.

Mrs. Dr. A. Vander Veen of Grand
A RAILROAD RUMOR.
AN APPEAL NOBLY ANSWERED.
Haven attend***! the concert WednesThe Chicago Herald of Saturday lust
M. ft. MANTIKU, Kditoniul I'ublluber.
"The (Jrrate»tof Thru* In Charity."
day evening. Mrs. Vander Veen it a contained an Item to the effect that It
Tu,r
"r m.w'"
><
. w* Pur..
I'ubllxhivl Kvrry Krl'ltty,nt HuIInii'I Mil hlvan
member of th* famous Grand Haven was rumored that the Chicago fc West It is m*wt gratifyingto learn that the
vullTu^ , “ 1 nnt
Mr inmufactoite- and an unrivak-l rt-Ull
, uplco haiKlwinH*modern bulldlnx.and U carrlcl on by Merlin*. Ttrai*o' Miter riptioo, tlJOperTi-ar, or fi fK-r
J^uly's Quartette.
Michigan R. R. was about to be pur- call for aid prompted by the terrible
i ;jUBrr>- Of the «m.M bulldliiK .tone la In active option ju.t outride of
year If i-nl-I In advance.
A meeting of the Improvement Asso- chased by the Lake Shore & Michigan famine and distress among the unfortud.
M ,‘h « r,C llKhi
11 ,,tt*
wori. a, Men. fl.e AdrcrtiKiiiK KaU'k known on \|i|ill< atlon.
OL fair*VI
round
.a. id the flnet iram Mreel, of MU>. ,u tbe sutt> lt h|W e,^aut
ciationwill be held at the G. A. R. hall Southern H. R. Company. This appears nate peasantry of Russia, ha* boon met
i all denondnatlonr.
lope coUese, hlxb achoola,Ilbrarlea, cu-., comineuaurate Z Ur Kntcred at the FoNt-oOlce«t HoIUnd, Ml« h a* in McBride-JBiach block this evening
altogether improbable, but in case it so promptly and generously in all quariVZ 'nd
nunactel It bar MeamUa; m-« ooil-claM- Mnlter.
at 7:30 p. r» Every member i*« re- became true, it would be of great Im- ter*. and th*? |>oop]oof Holland and
ai.ufttaork^.
»VuhU
IU> fur"lf»“*» “.e (Inert prlrilcxeeIn the KUtc for
quited to he piv-t-nL
portance to Western Michigan.Wheth- vicinityare to Is; congratulated upon
anufLnri ^ PPbK' Jbrth*rb<»'»«‘>n«onbebeatonthe
eaM rborc of Lake Ml. bkan.
‘
w lh ,u‘“vy 0*p,ul Diverted,uacbloery, wagon., flourtt* inlll.
The inspect* irs for Hope Coluge for er the change would be for the worse or th*? noble share they have taken in the
tte tut f ."‘h ' PJgUl°K '"‘lk WkH
Dnplemenl*. auve and IJXng
this year are: SujwrlntendentAlbert better, it is difficult to determine. A beneficentwork of relieving the condiI. Da Krukor took a busino* trip to
W"h
Mara taw a i-.rk,
Jennings of Manistee, George P. Hum- connection with the great Vanderbilt tion of the starving poor in the Czar's
•"* W,me 0f
,i"wt «“«** rvrorti In the Hart to-day.
* * “ lh« hundred, of tbouranda who have vlrlted them can teMlfy. They are live or tlx. m Ilea
mer of tills city, and Superintendent S. system means first-class service and domain*.
v ntberlty an.laren-a.he-lby rail or by a delightfulride on one of the lake earner?The
Services wilfbe held at Craoe church B. f^aird of tiowuglac.
equipment on the one hand, hut the
Instead of the 28,000 |Kuinds of flour,
hU: r
«
pom-rre. tS reputation Ninth street at the usual hour Sunday
Next Sunday morning Theological disadvantage 4of being but a feeder to which it wu* the original intention to
evening.
1,‘
Hiy
Student Pietenjiolwill juvach in the the great East & West “Lake Shore”, contribute from this section, the quanThe Ottawa Furniture Co. has re- First Reformed church and Rev. Dr. instead of a main line us ut present. tity donated ha* reached te 90,000
ceived over $20,000worth of orders for N. M. Kteffan- in the afternoon.In The West Michigan under the able jMHinds, enough to make up two largo
this month.
the Third Reformed church Rev. Stef- management of General Manager Heald carload*. Of thi* quantity the Eastern
The annual pew renting of Third Re- ens will preach in the morning and Stu- has made rapid improvement in volume part of the Holland colony contributed
AMorii*jr at Uw A Notar)'
of business, in equipment, in the treat- about 35,000 pound* which will be
T i ubiu-. Lolnx-tlmm promptly attended to. formed church will be held next Mon- dent Pieten|K>) in the afternoon.
BOUGHT AND SOLD.
ment
of it* patrons and in the value of •hipped from Zeeland. The Western
day evening at 7:30.
tit Built, Renteil anil Insund,
, personal.
its stock. The latter has risen in price part of the colony contributed 55.000
Don't forget the jwor editor when
Mrs. G. A. Kantersand Mrs. I. Doty from about 43 to the present quotation pounds, which will be shipped from thi*
1,1 u,ut
f.olland City has arrived at
you have a news item. If your wife
of 55, being a gain of over twenty per city.
took in the valley city to-day.
licks you, let us know it, and we will
t period in her history when
cent in a littlemore than a year.
The Watyi-De Roo Milling Co., to
Samuel
Miller,
ex-station
agent
at
set it right before the public.
soljdity of her industries give
Permanent improvement* are being whose indefatigableefforts the success
Resort Junction,has gone to Mill Grove
See the ad. in another column of the
loce of her uture. The keen
to act as temporary operator at the made along the whole main lino of the of this movement is mainly due, ba*
Stave
Factory of Messrs. Notier & Vcr
>au Putten, Vice I’renldcnt;c. Ver Schure
road, to fit it for the immense passen- donated 3,500 pounds, and the Isilance
:ver of how and where cities Ladder. General Hauklnx KualueHa.
Schure. They pay the highest prices point where a gang is excavatingand
ger trafficof 1893. It is for this reason has been contributed among the people
filling
in.
uilt see in our advantageous piUNS, PKTKK. dealer in Drj- Good.. Gro- for all the good bolts they can get.
»,‘d Hoots and sboei*. etc., The regular mcettrg of Bethlehem City Clerk Sipp and wife are both on that work is being continued all winter, of thi* section. That the generosity is
ion, with lake navigation Lixhth Street, OppoMte
(ichouten'KDm* Store.
fillingthe bridges at New Richmond, appreciated, the following letter rethe sick list.
kne enterprise and determinaChapter O. E. »S. will be held on Thursthe Zeeland brickyard and at other cently received by the Walsh-De Roo
day evening. Feb. 4th. All members Robt. P. Ifleyn is around again after point*. The possibilities are. that if Co. will fully attest:
of her people, her bright
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are urgently requested to be present.

and act accordingly,

any negotiationsare taking place with

N. C. Vyn, private secretary of P. the “Lake Shore", it is in regard to a
are you a surplus capital ?
Conley,
went to Grand Rapids Monday sale of the branch from Allegan to Holpany at the opera house this (Frire you a workingman?
With Savings Department.
day) evening.-Usual prices 25, 35 and in the interest of the C. & W. M. R. R. land and traffic contract for business
$35,000.00. 50c. Reservedseats on sale at Breyyou a young man?
Mrs. Dr. We.more and daughter from Holland to Muskegon. But beCor. Eighth and Market .Streets.
so, you ought to begin by I. CAl'PON, Prea't. I. MAKSIUK,tWiler. man’s jeweiry store. Doors open at 7 Georgia left Tuesday for West Superior yond this, )t is not probable that anyo'clock, performance promptly at 8 Minn., to spead the winter with rela- thing would be done, unless the Vansting in Holland City real es-

First State Bank.

•

a three weeks tussle with the grip.

CAPITAL,

'e

See Howorth's grand Hibernlcacom-

-

Office of the Nokthwestern
Miller, Minneapolis, Jan. 23*92.
The Walsh- Ik lioo MillingCo.,
Holland, Mich.,

Gentlemen: — Your letter of the 21*1
simply paralyzes us. We thought wo
had some counties in this state which
were forging to the front, but, up to

date, the Holland colony takes the imperial cake. You know you have a
Hwwvy rwr dUtrihutor lie.v , HBary
rii'ht te make suggestion* even if we
• and a competence,
PHYSICIAN and surgeon.
were not very glad indeed to get them.
of the C. & W. M. at this station, and ing from a severe attack of th*.* grip.
As it is,your suggestionhas great weight
rest your savings where the Special attention to Diseases of the
Notes.
Miss Grace Robinson formerly o]>erator
Rev. Peter Lupdtak is in the city,
Eye, Ear, Nose, and Throat.
wit h u*. We have considered thi* subripal is sure and some day
The present management of the C. & ject carefully. We would like, of course,
at the C. & W. M. office here, were having been summoned to the bedside
W. M. R. It is in pace with the times. to get the stuff off this week and land it
married at the home of the latter's of his aged father who is very sick.
profit will be great. The is
Sine*? they have adopted large freight in Russia. The nearer wc get to this,
parents
Sunday,
Jan.
17th.
The
young
C“
ing better in the line of an il» toA Afl.“ire tee
P. O. Nye of Kankakee, 111., spent
engines and large capacity cars, the the more difficulties appear. Steamcouple have gone to San Francisco,
ship people now tell us that certain
Sunday with his family in this city.
dment today than property
road is being operated with more econCaL»ona wyd(jino tour and on their
portions leading into the Baltic, I think
AM U1U7 A . returo wU1 make tbi0 citv their home Peter Rooka, who has for the past three omy, a* the large engines double the they said the straits of Elsinore, are
cl land.
years staid in South Dakota, is visiting serviceand at the same expense.
frozen over aud that it i* impossible to
REDUCED RATES
The regular annual meeting of the
C.
his parent* at East Holland. He will
The
through
freight service on this reach Libau ut this season of the year.
stockholdersof the Walsh-De Roo MillThe hungriest time of the year in Rusreturn to Eureka, S. D. in the spring, road is a grand nuccetti,freightis being
On all Periodicals.Leave your orders
ing Co., was held last week and a divisia always, as I learn from what I can
being engaged in the livery business transferredfrom Chicago to Elk Rapids
for any publicationin the United States dend of ten per cent was declared on
read on the subject, is in March. It
these with Jaeob Ellen also, formerly in 24 hours.
would stand to reason that th*} further
or Canada, at the Post-office, Holland. the last six months business, making
we get away from harvest, the worse
of Ea»t Holland.
Since
the
scale of wages have raised
with the dividend of six per cent on the
the condition is. We intend to step
Rev. A. A. Pfanstiehl
Denver,
bjiswpj*
vy-M v.x-w
of.
•mir moh
fArst o
air months
mi' im
« a total
------ of
—
---— * on the C. & W. M. some very good men soliciting this week. and. say about the
j of sixteen per cent /or the year. The) E(h.,pre8ident
Dl ihe Home Mission o/ Lave been obtained here who are mak- 8th of February,we will close up our
* 11
1 4 I 1*
« 4-. the Presbyterian church at
1 tliut
that place ing a good ybowing. This is certainly lists complete.* This will give time
followingwere elected directors:I. CapJ.
enough for everyone to get in. The
a move .n the right direction.
pon, H. Walsh, G. T. Huzinga, C. J. is here in consequence of the serious
latter part of February everything
The
K.
H.
bridge
at
the
Zeeland
sickness
of his aged father Mr.
De Itoo. and G. N. Vlokma.
should be in New York City, and if the
iekrard has been filled in and similar ship is ready to sail at that time we can
Th© Detroit Flee Pi-*** saye, «f- -the
__ _
Veteran Hemy Koenisbergis on the
The Best Shaves and Hair Cuts in the Hibernlca compavy;. The "statement
and New Richmond in the near future. which is thequickelir.
sick
list.
that Manager Howorth has spent many
cun make It in. You may rest assured
city, at the Eagle Tonsorial Parlors.
At Watervliet a stone pier will be put
thousands of dollars and nearly a
that we shall leave no stone unturned
Veteran Samuel Smith is quite sick
in at a cost of $12,000.
North of DeKraker's meat market,
to get this stuff over as quickly as posscore of years in getting his great with the grip.
sible. I think we shall have in tonnage
River St., Holland, Mich.
double show to its present state of perTo J,«*ave I'm.
Mr. and Mrs. John Pieters of Fennvery close to six million pounds:
fection will be readily believed by all ville spent Sunday in the city.
Yours very truly,
The congregation at Hope church on
W. C. Edgar, Mgr.
HOLLAND CITY STATE BANK. who witnessed the performance given Mr. and Mrs. Paul Steketee drove to Sunday morning last were surprised by
last evening. The grand Hirbernica
It is expectedthat the full compleSouth Haven Saturday where they the announcement that their pastor
Eighth Street, Holland, Mich.
surpasses anything of the kind ever
ment of <i, 000, 000 pounds will lie made up
spent Sunday with the latter's parents. Rev. J. T. Bergen had concluded
exhibited in this section of the country
within
a few days, when no time will be
Establiabkd1875.
to accept the call extended to
Miss Minnie Bosch of Zeeland spent
• Incorporatedas a State Hank in 1890.
and the specialityshow which is also
him
by
the South Reformed church lost in setting sail with the precious
Sunday with Miss Allie Alberti.
freight which is to give new life and
at Brooklyn, N. Y., and that he would
A general banking business transacted. given is the best of its kind ever seen
Editor Van Schelvenof the Holland
here.”
that's no surprise to me. I knew
leave Holland in the spring. Rev. hope to so many of God’s creatures.
Interest paid on certificates.
City News, says he has reposed upon a
I made that great reduction in
The Grand Rapids Democrat of Jan.
Bergen has been in this city about
Cliange of Finn.
Loans tnade.
bed of roses for a week— grip. He arfor January that they would
27th in an editorial speaks as followsin
three years and has gained not only the
The merchanttailoring business for
You who have previously
$37,000. regard te the project of relieving the gues that it is a bed of roses because respectand affection of his own church many years conducted by Mr. J. W.
there are so many thorns in it.
' goods of me kno\v that they give
Russian famine: “But little public atbut also that of the entire community, Bosnian, one of our poineer business
Dtion and you know that my
Mrs. B. J. De Vries visited her par- and all with whom he has come in con- men, has lately been transferredto his
tentionhas been called, in this city, to
are very much lower than you President,
J. G. Van Putten, Sr. the projectof sending flour to the starv- ents in Grand Rapids Monday.
tact will regret his departure. His two sous, the name of the firm being
and lay the foundation for

a J. (r.

HUIZINGA, M.

D.,

o'clock.

derbilt* should buy the D. L. & N. R. U.

tives.

as well as the entire C.

& W. M.

SiS

NEWSPAPER AfrFATY

W.

WALSH.

C.

DE KEYZER.

CONKRIGHT

H.

•

1

1

.

until
fifn*

work

BARBER.

lNGS

14

seem to be

OMING MY

WAY!

CAPITAL,

•v

er before bought such quality of

Vice-Pres’t,

Every article sold by me is Cashier,
•ted to be as representedor

Adrian Van Putten.

ing people of Russia. It is probable

C. Ver Schure. that this

is

Miss Gertie Higgins and Miss Rose eloquenceand earnest work for his changed to that of Bosnian Bros. In
the reason why Grand Rap- Mohr treatedtheir pupils to a sleigh church has resulted in the material this connection it is appropriateto in-

behind many other cities ride to Zeeland and return Tuesday growth of the society. But his creed
its contributions. afternoon.
and work were not bounded by the
The enterprisingcity of Holland conlimits of his own denominationand
The
Rev.
Dr.
Peter
Moerdyke
of
Loan Associatributes nearly ten times as much as
Chicago delivered a very able lecture people. He has been untiring in his
does Grand Rapids, and even Zeeland
at the First Reformed church last Tues- labors to make the whole community
ids is so far

dulge in a few remarks not vsually
accompanying a business ar nouncement.
L. P.
The Ottawa County Building and
In tne retirement of Mr. Bo* man sr.
tion, llUH
fit. Jeweler.
the businesscommunity loses one of it*
ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS AND UPfurnishesalmost five times as much as day night. His subject was: “A Slim better for his presence, zealous in ad- most valued members, this gentleman
WARDS
to loan to membersevery alternateSaturday, at does our city.
ulating Ministry.”A large audience vancing every good cause, has helped having been activelyengaged in trade
half past eight o’clock p. m., at office
the poor and needy, lifted up the fallen in this city for nearly thirty years, durAt last, after many vexatious delays, was present
in Kantcra Block.
and rescued the outcast.Many a home ing which time he has invariably prethe Ottawa County Times makes its
Mrs. P. A. Latta is visiting at her
ONLY REAL ESTATE SECURITY WILL
has been made brighter and happier by served the character of a progressive,
first appearance. Undoubtedly many
BE ACCEPTED.
daughter, Mrs. Walter Walsh.
:i
his work in redeeminga father or son enterprising,and thoroughly honoraOffice open every Monday. Friday and Saturday, of our subscribershad come to the conjy For further particularsapply to the Secre- clusionthat the projecthad been abanfrom
their evil habit*. The departure ble man of business. The succession of
OBITUARY.
tary.
from
a
city of such a leader is a public his sons to the prosperous trade built
doned.
If
possible
we
would
have
Jacob Neiwold, 39 years of age, died
By order of the Board.
loss, but while we deplore this fact, we up by Mr. Bosnian, indicates that the
appeared
sooner:
it
was
not
possible,
so
of
consumption
last
Sunday.
Ho
leaves
C. A. STEVENSON,Sec re tar)’.
Holland.Mich., Jan., 1892.
know that the broad, liberal Christian- methods by which successhas been atplease excuse the delay. Wo trust also a wife and two children.
ity which Rev. Bergen has infused into tained,will be continued in the future
that our readers will take into considCornelius De Feyter died last Saturthe
people and churches of Holland conduct of it* affairs, and their practieration
the
fact
that
it
is
difficult
to
POST,
MANAGER.
day night in consequenceof the grip.
have everythingin smooth, running He was forty years old aud leaves a will be a permanent gain. We can cal experience, the result of many years
rant to buy, sell or rent a House,
order at the start. Our machinery is wife and four children.The funeral only trust that Hope church may so connection with the business, is evidence
cure, as his successor, a man who will that the new management is in capable
«*r Farm, call on or address us.
new, and it will take a few weeks to
was held Tuesday forenoon.
take up and continue the work so nobly hands. The new firm has our cordial
wear off the wire edges. A number of
Last Saturday Henry Martin died in
advanced
by him and keep his pulpit wishes for the success of which it is so
corrcB|KmdentB
must
also
be
looked
For 5 Cents.
M BARGAINS NOW OFFERED
this city at the age of 80 years. Mr.
and church as it now is, in the front of thoroughly deserving. It is composed
after yet aud severalnew features will
g of land near the new railroad Other goods at the same low rate. be added to our columns. We shall Martin came to this country from Lon- the denominationin the west, as a bea- of Messrs. A. B., and John Bosnian.
don in 1866 and came to this city four
and Waverly Stone Quarry;
con light of practical Christianity. For
try to improve the Times with each
Wanted.
years ago. Soon after he came here he
Farming Land ; sure to become
the retiring pastor and his estimable
issue, and expect to give our readers a
300 cords steam wood, delivered within
organized the Ottawa County Building
hie for platting ; offered at low
wife we voice the wishes of the com- the next 60 days at the stone quarry.
first class weekly newspaper.
and Loan Association, was elected its
until March 1st.
munity,
when we hope that their future Waverly Stone Co.
Howorth's excellent Hibernlca com- Secretary,and held that office until a
River Street, Holland, Mich.
may
bo
as
successfulin the larger field
pany will be at the opera house tonight
HOUSE on Tenth Street, Holfew months ago when ill health comThe finest imperial aud cabinet
of usefulness, as it has been in Holland;
'Friday).
This
company
needs
no
inat low price, on monthly paypelled him to resign. The funeral was
photos at popular prices. Children's
and
that
providence
may
permit
them
troduction it) a Holland audience, as
* with small payment down.
held at Hope Church last Tuesday
an occasionalvisit to our city, where photos a speciality. Life size portrait
they have been here several times beafternoon,Rev. Dr. Scott, Rev. Bergen they will bo ever welcome. More than in oil, crayon and water colors at HopPRACTICAL
M(3E AND LOT on 12th street,
fore and have always been greeted with
and Rev. A. A. Pfanstiehl of Denver, this, wo know that with his eloquence kins’ Eighth Street Studio, Holland,
City; centrallylocated.
a crowded house. The performance Col., officiating.
which charms every hearer, his earn- Mich.
estness which touches every heart,
merit* the •upport of the public. It is
ouses, Lots, Farms, and other
- AND
Finest in the laud are those Aristo and the mind which produces clear,
It will jmy you to buy your overcoat*,
refined, strictly moral, aud lias many
Hyat low prices and on easy
finished
cabinet* made at the Zeeland convincing argument* in the presenta- shawls and other winter goods, even
funny incident*. The scenes presented
tion of the Gospel of Christ, Rev.
Art Gallery.
illustrate in a beautiful manner picturBergen is certain to become a great though you do not need them this winRepairing of all kinds. Mill and Enleader
in the church with which he is ter, because you can get them at wholeesque Ireland, and the comedy enterReady made clothing at wholesale
gine Repairs a Specialty.
tainment will keep any audience in the prices for the next 30 days at Notier & connected. With thi* end in view “wo sale prices at Notier & Schure.
rejoice with him" in his transfer to the
best of humor. A cleaner, brighter, Ver Schure.
Castings in Brass and Iron.
broader field which the great city preDid you know that those fine robes
J N- MAYNAKD, I'KomiETuu
better -or more instructive entertainThe “West Michigan” is a fine cigar, sents: and we shall watch with pleasure
Cor. River and Seventh Street*.
and
blankets are selling for such a low
the
successive
steps
from
“nigh
to
ment has never been offered here than made by experienced workmen, of good
lass in Every Respect.
higher,” which the future ha* in store price at H. VaupeU's harness shop,
Howorth's
Hibernica.
Rate*, $1.50 per Day.
HOLLAND, MICH.
stock and costs only five cent*.
for him.
Eighth St., Holland.
cheerfullyrefunded.
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«i. nunconverted
into
the
Onlsned
product'
on
strijin
of
wood
and
placed
In
the
and
other
goods
noco-i'uting
Urn use
IduMrial centro Im Increaalnir year by
A Urge part of the tinned plate im ,u„
ported into the United SUtea during thn year in a manner which afforda the roadv for market, the Times ropro- vats, and in those the actual process of of a thinner and fim r quul ty of materpaat ten yean hut been what are
known
tanning is carriedon. When first im- lal, is subject'll to more elaborate and
mrm
wn
HUtlsfttCtlon to iU OitiCODII* sentatlvewas find taken
as terne or roofingplates, made by coat...ur
,
morsed the skins are almost white in complicated prooc *oa. After the hides
During tho |m»t doc&do romarkublo
ing sheet iron or steel with a mixture of
\ ’7, .
color and very elastic in texture,but as leave the skivers they are split into tho
strides have boon made In tho direction
This is a large building having a
.
--------tin and lead, lead being the chief comthe tannin is absorbed, the color grad- desired thicknessesby means of a maof establishingnew enterprises, and enponent part. These plates have been
capacity for holding about 1500 hides.
chine
known
us
a
belt
knife splitting
OiwatcatDUrov*r)rKoowu for
ually deepens and the material becomes
used almost exclusively for roofing. larging tho facilities and extending Hero are deposited tho bide* when reeur* of
machine,
and
then
fin
in hod inainanncr
None of these plates is made in this the hco|>o of those already existing. ceived from tho slaughter houses, and tougher and less pliable. After reHOti
CH0L£RA,
(>
corresponding
with
that
already
do*
maining in the vats about twelve weeks
country,nor do those iron manufactur- So noticeablehas tills continued growth
the preparatory work of Halting,sorters who, by a few slight additions to become that tho fame or tin: city a* a
—half that time only is required for scribed. When they have imssed
PIN WORMS IN HORSES.
ing and weighing is done. It should
their mills in the shape of extra rollen manufacturingpoint is beginning to
calfskins— tho hide is thoroughlyim- through the hands of the dryers, they
BUNDBKDM OK THEM.
U, «pl,Unod that
Ulnnln „
and tinning stocks, conld readily prowhich, are t^insferred to the hands of tho
Boswtu.Ind.. Oct. !,. 1I90.
attract widespread attention,and preduce them intend to do so. The reawith a view to grading the .kirn, aornc P
anlnull (,,llll|n
ndors operators who do the work of graining, Mr. O. C. 9i«kH*t:-Your Hos CholeraCure. V
dictions arc made that should tho next
which I led two bolts 10 • yewlinfcoll. Uoucht bin
son for this inactivity on their part is
hnriiur a creator market value
.. . ........
having a
„lrh““
H teugh “tel t™*l thl» practkally I. pebbling, etc. This is accomplished by dredsof mb worm aod smaller red oocs Jiwn bet
that they are now engaged in tb<» pro- few years witness a oorresjiondingin- ulhc«,tliobida8 are Halted In order to
|n |(|) (,ru(lo con(]it|oni means of machinery, tho hides entering
duction of galvanised sheet iron and crease in industrial prosjierity,few
prorervo them until roqu red (or
,ho vuU
t„0 between the rollers with a |»orfcctly Never was known to fail;the onlv sure remedy fa
.....
steel, which they sell in competition cities in Western Michigan will bo able
worms in Hogs, llnrsoa. Sltewp,Oogo or Vow la
AfU-r receivingthis Initiatory prepare. ^
and
under
smooth surface, and coming out pebbled Every packagewarranted used as per directions
with import'd terne plates, and which to claim rank as competitors or rivals.
lion the hldea are carried
I’nce, 50c. J*r package, toe. by mail. }
re ex- grained or stamped,accordingto tho
also are used for roofing purposes. Be- Animated by a diteire to further the inli.ju by eapreu.prepaid.IC y«a druggist bf
tween terne plate and galvanized iron
machine
used,
and
with
an
appearance
got
it send direct to the propne or. tiEO»
THE BEAM
Hract the liquor which they have ahterests of our town and promote tho
RtKKKTKE, Orand Kuplda, Mich.
there is therefore intense competition.
entirely
changed.
It
is
thus
that
tho
The galvanized iron manufacturers advantagesof which this community thus called, owing to the number of sorbed. From the presses they are imitation of goat, alligator,and other I Csmujwci au Othsb Hoc Ciiouka R«m»
have long had a strong combination to lias already every reason to feel proud,- isuims ranged along the walls, on which transferredhi large box wheels termed
leather is obtained, and so perfect is
regulateproductionand control prices. the Ottawa County Times projioscH to the hides an: worked. In this building millwheels, whoso resolutionstumble'
i’aad.
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The only difficultywhich they have had devote part of it* space each' week to there are employed about thirty-five them about until tho crease marks of I the simulation, that it is difficult for
to contend with during the past ten sketches of the local industries,illus- men. and here is carried on the work of tho presses are removed. They are one not an export to detect the genuine
years has been the constantly falling trating the articleswith suitable en- preparing the hides for the tanning then ready for the “skivers”whose from the imitationwithout a close ex
prices of terne plates. This cheapening
gravings of the factories and buildings, process. After entering the beam work it is to remove with keen edged aminutlon. When grained, tho leather
of terne plate baa greatly increasedits
and giving such descriptionsof the house they are placed in vats contain- tools, called skiving knives, the super- is ready for market, hut before being
use for roofing, and by so doing has deing water, in which they are allowed j fiuous llesh whieli may still adhere to relied and wrapped preparatory to
creased the demend for galvanized iron. processesof manufacture as will prove
shipment,it is measuredin order that
To keep their product on the market entertainingreading to those who take to remain until tho salt is- thoroughly ; tho hide. Tho newly tanned leather is
the combination has been forced to re- an interest in such matters. We com- washed out. They are then placed upon j then carried by means of elevators to the exact surface space may ho ascertained. This is done by means of
duce it* prices with every reduction in mence with
what is termed a fleshing machine which
TUE DRYIN.G KOoms.
the price of terne plates. The problem
complicated, and truly a most wonder
detaches
from
the
under
side
of
the
skin
THE CAPPON &. BKRTBCH LEATHER CO.
which has perplexed the combination
the flesh which adhered to it when re- 1 These are situatedat tho top of one ful piece of mechanism,arranged somehas long been wliat means could bo de- one of the first industries establishedin
the animal. It may l)e of the main buildings.The heat is what after the manner of the interior
Holland uuu
and uuu
one which
wihv.ii nun
now ranks moved from
...... ........
vised to decrease the use of terne plates. nuiianu
supplied by means of steam pipes which of an upright piano* The leather is
When the Mills bill, which put terne among the greatest leather producing interestingto note bore that tbo flesh
run along the beams
the passed under a scries of delicate humthus
removea
is
ny
no
means
— and rafters,
..... —
platee on the free list, was being dis- concerns of the United States. Tho thus removed is by no means valueless;
cussed, the galvanized iron manufac- foundationof this enterprisedates hack it is purchased by glue factories and is temperature being regulated to any de- mere which cover every inch of the
conaldored very highly as a glue mak- gree required.Here they are sus- material.These are in turn connected
turers organizedan annex to their comto the year 1857, when Isaac Capi>on
bination which they called the Ameri- a„d John Bertech, without capital save ing product owing to the large propor- 1 jicndedon racks and are allowed to re- with two hands of a dial, which, acting
and John Bertech, without capital save
can Tinned Plate association, tho sec- that consisting of a practical knowledge tion of gelatinousmatter the flesh con- ! main about ten hours, by which time in concert with tho other parts of tho
retaryship of which was given to W. C.
machine,registers the exact measureCronemeyer, a large manufacturerof
ment of the surfacein feet and inches.
~ gttNSSIzedTi'JiirTlilfi a7fij ^ X”i»pjA>dlKP
This is marked with a crayon on the
to the senate finance committee and in-
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under side of the hides, which are then

increase the duty on terne
2 2-10 cents per
pound in the substitutebill which the
committeewas preparing. This committee. however, gave away the object of the increased duty when it
issued its report, prepared by Senators
Aldrich and Allison, by declaring that
“the free admission of iron or stesl
sheets of all thicknesscoated with tin or
lead would cause a substitutionof iraported tin plates or sheets in most cases
for roofing and other building purposes,
and for domestic uses where galvanized
or other sheet iron or steel is now used.”
Mr. Cronemeyer and hi* associates
composing tho galvanized iron combination wanted it to appear that they intended to make tin and terne plate.
Their real object, however, was to make
terne plate cost^so much that builders
would buy ir
of their high priced

duced

it to

plate to

,
1
f

—

an average of

sorted, and graded, and sent to the

In the tanning industry three kinds
of

^oOli. pin err - vf'iui

PRACTICAL

.j,

TAXIDERMIST

skins are used, called respectively,

Birds, Animals, Fishes, I$jr7|
The first named
Mounted to Nature. I|
are those of the full grown cattle, kips
are obtained from tho immature aniFurs Tanned, Rugs made to
mal, while tho designation of skin is
Horns Polished and Mounted.
given to that procured from tho calf.

hides, kips, and skins.

Tho work

M

’.OW uuiied iciav pfiftl/

Cases Filled.

of sorting and grading,

when the leather is ready for market,
is one requiringtho most accurate
knowlege of leather and the soundest
judgement. It is the best paid branch
of the work, and is only done by experts of long experience.
Few men employed in tanneries have
any practical knowledge of the pro-

A

--

GEO. L HURL

shipping room, from whence they are
transferredto the care.

t

siP

Old SpecimensRe-mounted
SENDsis

FOR PRICE LIST.

straightstrew, Gjand Rapids,

We

Mich.

are Not

l

’cesses of manufacture other than those
Going Out of Business;
galvanizediron.
wlMcii they have learned,and at which
They were successfullast year, and
they have continually been engaged.
McKinley,at their request, increased
We are Selling the
Thus each man being an expert at his
tho duty on terne plate to 2 2-10 cents per
pound. What has been the result?
branch of the trade, the best workmanIn tho first place, tho price of terne
ship and the highest degree of finish
plate has lieen increasedby tho amount
in the material is assured.
[WORKS OF THE CAPPON & BERTSCH LEATHER COMPANY.]
of the alleged duty; in the second,tho
The Cappon & Bertech Leather Comgalvanized iron combinationlias not
the superficial moisthre is dried out.
tains. About two carloads of this mapany keep five men continually travelof
the
tanning
trade,
and
an
unbounded
taken any steps to produce it in this
When considered sufficiently dry, the
terial is shipped every week to glue
ing for the purpose of buying hides, So cheap that you might think
country,but, in the words of Tho Iron commence in their ability to work out
factories, who imy for it affile as 50 hides are placed inside of what is
we are selling out.
These are picked up in differentsecAge, “so far as we can learn , there are not their own fortunes, built a small shed
termed a “stuffing wheel ”, a cylindrical
many sheet manufacturersto lie added on the shores of Black Lake, and with cents per hundred pounds. After the
tions of the country. Texas furnishes
machine in which a coil of steam pipes
to the list of tinned plate makers. The
in the greatest number the skins best ARE YOU GOING TO
only the most primitive facilities at salt has been completely removed from
suppliessufficient heat to melt a combusiness appears to lie remanded by quite
the
hides,
they
are
placed
in
vats
conadapted for sole leather, owing to the PAINT YOUR
their command, started in to produce
‘ty
pound of stearineand tallow which is
general consentto those who will make
thickness of the hide and shortness of
leather. From the inception of the taininga strong solution of lime, where
The Heath & Milligan
a specialtyof it. Tho sheet mills are
they are allowed to remain for from placed within the wheel with a view to the hair peculiar to cattle raised in
Business, success has attended every —'v
. .
evidently not inclined to make the business,
Paint is the Best and
supplying to the hides a degree of
step on the road upward to prosperity,j five to eight days, after which the hair
that section. The value of the raw
tinned plate manufacture an appendage
Cheapest and will wear
pliability which up to this time they
hide varies somewhat, but an average
of their business,” thus showing clearly and, though reverses have occasionally is removed with ease. This part of the
better than any other.
had not possessed . After being whirled
the object which they had in advocating been encountered— notably when in the process is termed “working" and conprice of five cents per pound is a fair
Experienced painters
around
in tho stuffing wheel for a short
sists of scraping the hides over the
increased duties on tinned plate.
estimate of presentmarket value. The
fire of 1870 the entire plant was desall use it.
time,
the
hides
are
removed
and
placed
And now tho galvanized iron makers troyed, with a loss aggregating 805,000, beams which have before been spoken
average weight of the skin of a full
on
tables where they are manipulated
have made another move. Hardware
of. It is done entirely by hand, no
sized animal is about fifty pounds, but
the history of the firm is a record of
A FIRST-CLASSSTOCK OF
for Dec. 25, 1891, has an article entitled
machine having yet been invented ca- by expert workmen until all wrinkles after tanning, drying, and finishing,
continuous growth and prosperity. In
“Tin Plate and GalvanizedIron Makllable of satisfactorilyaccomplishingand unevennessof surface disappear. shrinkage in weight of about one half
ers," and says: “Two important meet- the year 1875, the output of the concern
the work, and the men thus employed This process is what is called “setting takes place, the finished product weigh- j
ings were held in Pittsburg recently, had so greatly increased, and the decalled “ tanner’s workers.” After out,” and the tools used are technically ing about twenty-five pounds, and bewhen the board of directors of the mand for the products of the tannery
known as a “stone” and“ slicker.” The
AT BOCK-BOTTOM I'BICEa
American Tin Plate association held a was multiplying so rapidly, that it was being thoroughly worked over, the
ing sold for a price approximating
leather
after being again dried to get
hides
are
placed
in
a
chemical
bath
session, as did also the board of directors deemed expedientto form a coiqioratwenty-fivecents per pound.
of the Gal vanizedIron association.The
technically termed a “hate;” this is rid of the superfluous grease, is now
By the exercise of careful managetion, enlarge the plant, and in other
two meetings were held separately, and
done to remove the lime which has im- ready for
ways make suitable provisionto fill the
ment
in their business,and the appliTHE FINISHING ROOMS,
afterward the directors of both concerns
pregnatedthe skin, and, as may lie
held a joint discussion. * * * After orders which, owing to the superior
and passes into the hands of the “buf- cation of progressiveideas to the pracFight Street. Holland,Mich.
supposed, these baths contain a large
tical department of the tanning industhe meeting adjourned the directorsof qualityof the leather produced, were
fers” and “whiteners.”Tho men who
proportion of acids. They are allowed
each concern entered into an arrange- coming in from all directions. New
do the whiteningare equipped with try, the Cappon & Bertech Leather Co.
ment that will finally lead to the federa- buildings were then erected, Improved to remain here about twenty-four hours
sharp steel knives with which they have assumed a leading positionamong
tion of the association.None of tho machineryand tools put in use, and the when they are taken to an adjoining
quickly remove the rough and coarse the leather manufacturers of the United
directors would make public the terms
most expert labor employed, all with a building called
surface from the under side of the hide, States. Their plant is equipped with
of the agreement, but said that satisfacTHE TAN YARD.
view to developinggreater capacity,
leaving it smooth and even. The buf- the best modernized machinery and
tory relations had been agreed upon.”
In former years the tanning process
and
if possible, to produce an oven finer
The galvanized iron combination,* of
fers subject the upper or grain side of only skilled labor is employed. The
was curriedon in the open air hence
Celebrated brand of
grade
of
goods.
which tho tin plate associationis only
tho leather to a simular process and plant covers an area of fourteen acres,
the
term
tan
yard.
At
the
present
The output of the Cappon & Bertech
an annex, as shown above, did make
when it leaves the hands of these oper- and the tanneries give employment to
public a part of the results agreed upon tanneriesis to-day found in all parts of time however, except in very primitive
ators the hides are ready for coloring. over 270 men. The annual output of
by making the followingincreases in the the United States, the trade of tho concerns this work is done in buildings
They are then placed upon tables ranged the concern averages 100,000 hides, and
prices of galvanizediron:
company extendingfrom Californiato especiallyfitted up and arranged with along tho wails of the factory, spread 30,000 skins. Several years ago the
New
Old
a view of securing the maximum of
Weight
the Gulf of Mexico, and the business is
out and smoothed over, and the dyes company opened a store in Grand Rapper *1. ft., price per price per
facilities,and it is one of the most imouucen. 100 lbs. 100 lb*.
ids, where they now keep a large stock
still increasing.
»4 29
portant branches of the work. Jo and colors applied.This is done by of leather of different varieties for
VI M
17 to 20 .......
HOW
LEATHER
IS MADE.
452
means
of
brushes,
each
operator
having
4 20
23 x 24 .......
Notwithstandingthat the article 'of properly understand the process of tan- a bucket containing tho dye stuff at his supplyingthe jobbing trade, but tho
4 Vi
4 82
25 x 20 .......
ning, it must first be explained that the
528
4
O'.
Received fresh every day.
n ............
leatherenters so largelyinto consumpaide, into which he dips his brush from bulk of the output is disposed of by
5 61
528
28 ............
tan, or more properly tannin, is obtion, few persons have any intelligent
traveling
men,
of
whom
four
are
emtime to time and scrubs tho liquid evenThis was the object of the increased
tained from and is the active principle
idea of the processesby means of which
ly over the surfaceof the leather. The ployed, and whose yearly sales repreduties on tinned plate. Years ago, when
of a hark, mainly hemlock bark, which
Salt
organized labor raided factoriesand the raw skins are converted into the
coloring matter is made chiefly from sent severalhundred thousand dollars.
yields a larger proportion of tannin
finished
products,
to
lie
afterwards
The
officers
of
the
corporation
are:
smashed new and improvedmachinery
the extract of log wood combined with
OP ALL KINDS.
which they thought was deprivingthem fashionedinto boots and shoes, har- than any other variety. The bark is
a preparation of iron. At the first ap- John Bertsch, president; Isaac Cappon,
stripped from the trees in summer,
vt work, the civilized world called their
nesses, saddles, accoutrements, and the
vice president; George Ballard, secrewhen it contains a greater amount of ! plication,the deep tan color of the
act* barbarous.What, then, should be
tary; and Wm. Cartwright, treasurer. Orders taken and packages
thousand and one things in which
the verdict of the people in a case like
easily detached than
‘m
leather is used entirelyor in part. As
coloring
being
quickly
absorbed.
At
For a little money you can buy a large
this, where the power of the governany other season. It is cut in even seclivered free of charge.'
a matter of interest to that numerous
each subsequent laying on of the dye, amount of goods for the next 30 days
ment is invoked to compel them to foretions and shipped by rail to the tanclass
who
are
always
glad
to
know
go the use of a materialwhich they have
the color deepens, until at last tho de- at Notier & Ver Schure.
neries, where it is removed from the
found to he cheap and good for another something concerning manufacturing
sired shade of black is obtained.Varicare and piled up in large quantitiesin
We have an assortment of blankets
more expensive one, simply to increasemethods, the lot
following
lowing uesmpuun
description ui
of
ous colors are used in the preparation
the
tan
sheds,
from
whence
it
is
taken
and
robes which are selling for about
the profits of a coterie of manufacturers
| hww harness and shoe leather is made
of leather, these depending uixm the
as
required
for
use.
When
wanted
for
half
of what they are worth at H. Vanorganized in a combination?
1 an(1 1Jreparedfor market, will no doubt
which it is subsequently
to be
the preparation of tho tan liquor, it is. uses to.....
pell’sharness shop, Eighth St., Holland.
serve to illustrate the variousprocesses
brought to a building adjoining the tun 1 put. They are chieflylimited however
in Sweden the turtle dove is looked
so as to give a clear understanding of
The finest “Excelsior”finishedcab| yard where are contained two machines to i ed, orange, yellow, and straw color,
upon as sacred. The Swedes call it
the subject.
inets. former price, 8-1 per dozen, now
••God’s bird” and “Noah's bird,” from a
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Eighth Street, Holland,
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BEfcS IN WINTER.

BEHIND THE SCENES.

Rufft**"*"" l«t FHriiiflr*Who Do Not
Mufco • R|ioeliilty of lltwltwiling.

Mattie Vigors, tho "plump and pleasng" houbrette, is Mrs. Charles Gardner

Waist’s Drug Store

How to shelter tho bees wifely without too much fussing is a question that
Lawrence Uurrctt’a brother Louis
puzzles many a fanner who does not
plays tho part of Sergeant Darker in
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
make beekeeping a specialty. A spe•Shenandoah."
THE HESSIAN FLY.
cialist has his chaff hives and other regCHATS ABOUT MEN.
Milo. Men, an attractive, young lady
ular appliances, but on tho general pur!
PrflriMitlvo*mhI ttvracill**—Suggestion*
Bonn tor Sliorauin, Senator Hoar and of Bernhardt'scompany,la said to be a
pose farm there is no time nor money
Conri'rnlnxtint Heeding.
, ez-Senator Evarta arc all count na, tlioy
daughter of Dumas Ills
put Into it. A simple and good way is
Reliable !
This is a small, dark colored, two
trace their lineage buck to Roger Sherto set tho hives close togetheron tho
Oscar Hitnmorsteiu has engaged Mrs.
winged fly, about one-eighthof an inch
!
man. the grim Puritan of Revolutionary Remard Deere to open his now Murray
stand, nail a stick or drive astako in tho
long ami shaped much like tho wheat
timed.
earth at each end and connect thorn
Hill theater in Now York in Soptomjwr.
midge, both belonging to the same order
with a rail. Then hoards may bo rested
Max Adams, a young society man of
Anton Rubinstein,the Russian pianist, and family of insects. Tho male (Fig.
on it extending to tho ground. This low
Atlanta, is the latest American to join has accepted an offer of fUM.QOQ for a
1) is more slender than tho fcmalo (Fig.
IN
shed should face tho south or soutlmust.
the khedivo's forces. lie has just re- scries of fifty concerts in tho United
2), which, when full of eggs, slightly reWhen
sovoro
days
begin,
a
llttlo
straw
in ved a commission us captain in the
States.
sembles a diminutive mosquito moder- may bo thrown on the boards and a lot
Egyptian army.
Pure Drug* !
Tho project of a (icrmnnontcircus in ately full of blood. Tho life of tho in- of stalks stood up at tho front ami sides
3
The Rothschildsannually give 100,000 Now York is rapidly taking shape. Tho sect In tho adult stage is short, tho male
Prompt Attention !
to keep out snow aud light A wiro or
francs to bo distributed among the twen work of organizing a syndicate of fifty dying noon after pairing and tho foraalo
ty arroudtaemonti of Paris for tho as gentlemen willing to put in $10,000 has soon after opposition. Tho o^g (Fig.
Low Prices !
sistance of deservingpersons who have
been going on and twenty-fivehave al 8 a) is almut one-fiftiethof an inch long,
Always Leads !
difficulty in paying th. ir rents.
of a dull reddish color. Tho larva or
ready agreed to do it.
Safest Place to Trade !
Senator Walthall,of Mississippi, does
Mrs. Harrison Gray Fisko, who was maggot (Fig. 4 b) Is, when first hatched,
not go to roost with tho chickens exact- known to the stage as Minnie Maddern, of a nearly white color, with a tinge of
Always has what you call for!
ly, but ho retiresat 0 o’clock, and as ho
has bloomed out ns a dramatic author. red, but later they are very light green,
sins his matutinal coffee at 4 it is a ques- Her one act play, “Roso," is meeting clouded with white. The pupa (Fig.
tion whether ho or tho lark is up first.
with success in Boston,and a five act 4 d) is formed under cover of tho pupaDrugs, Medicines, Patent Medicines,
Tho head of Marietta, tho famous drama by tho charming little lady will rium (Fig. 3 c), which last is known as
fl&BLTXBINO THE BIBS,
tho
"flaxseed"
stage,
on
account
of
its
Californian robber and freebooter,
|X)n bo produced.
Paints, Oils, Brushes,
rope nailed to tho boards and carried
rescinblnncoto a flaxseed in form and
preserved in alcohol in San Francisco.
around tho stalks will prevent their fallHenry Irving has been elected honorPure Wines, Whisky and Brandy
*
His given name, Joaquin, is preserved ary vice presidentof tho English Elizaing. Tho exclusion of light will keep
Tho eggs are depositedby tho fcmalo
in that of tho “Poet of tho Sierras." bethan society. This society was foundtho bees quiet and tho warmth will save
For medicinal use only.
very soon after sho hatches from the
Joaqnin Miller.
tho stores, as bees, like other stock, cat
ed in 1805, with tho object of affording
“flaxseed," on tho upper side of tho leaf,
Dorn Rafael Nunez, who has just been ita members opportunities
•noro when cold.
for rending
as a rule, as indicated in Fig. 5. This
$6TDcaler in Clover Seed, Timothy Seed, and Oilcake Meal.
re-elected President of Colombia, is sixty- and discussing the plays of tho ElizaAnother objectionto wintering on the
task is finished in a fow days, after which
nix years of age. and has been prominent bcthjn playwrights.
summer stands is tho loss of bees during
sho dies. The young hatching from tho
in public affairs for many years. Durmild days. They fly out in the sunshine,
. Mr. Caimpi, an opera singer, has seegg works its way downward, tencath
ing tho late civil war in this country ho
cured a verdict in a suit for $100,000 tho sheath to its base. In tho fall this is become chilled by tho cold wind only a
lived for some time in Now York, being
against the London Daily Telegraph, just above tho roots below ground, as few foot from tho hive, and die of cold
chief editor of El Continental.
because unable to return. Tho only obthat journal having publishedan article shown in cut 2 at A, but in spring they do
jection to this mode of wintering is liaOne of the Irish members of parlia- that ho could no longer bo considered
not go below ground, as a rule, but stop at
bility to attacks of mice. The some
ment. Peter McDonald,is totally blind, singer after his inferpretationof tho
or near one of tho lower joints. Tho efdanger threatensbees wintered in a celyet be is one of the most fluent debaters role of Don Juan. The jury returned a
fect of tho maggots on tho young plants
81 and 83 Eighth Street, Holland,
lar or other place not made monseproof.
in the house of commons. Ho is besides verdict for one farthingfor tho plaintiff.
in tho fall is fully illustrated in the secTim cornstalkfront should be removed
one of the most accomplishedGreek
It is announcedthat Katio Rooney and
and tho hives examined at least onco
scholarsin the assembly and is a freher father have become friends again.
during the winter, accordingto tho
to
in
quent contributorto tho press.
While Fat was playing in Rochester,N.
Philadelphia Farm Journal, authority
The Marquis of Hartington, who suc- Y., she occupied a box aud handed a
ruary,
are offering
for the foregoing.
ceeds to the dukedom of Devonshire, basket of flowers to him bearing a card
with its vast landed estates, is a bachelor. and tho words, “Father, forgive and
Food for Fowls.
Somebody asked him, onco upon a time, forget" He did, and asked her to dinWheat is one of tho best winter foods
why he had never married, and his reply ner, but she is still playing in another
for general purposes, though not suited
was that he was a modest man and no company.
to fatteningas is corn. Tho best wheat
woman had ever asked him for his hand.
With the view of stimulating tho encontains alxnit Ujicil cenL-ot laLi&JCfci
F.r-t jovp.rnor flonrd
of -Wisr^nsinrd
o[
gumUCintf TOtllbgr
cent, of flesh forming, 70 per cent, of
who is a newspaperman as......
well ns a
" tho Italian governmentlast year offered
warmth giving and 2 per cent, of bone
very popular man among th^ people of a prize of 10,000 francs for a good play
making properties, with very littlohu.sk
Clothing,
his state, is a characterin himself. Tall which would bo produced in tho course
or fiber. When ground up for poultry
and slim, with a nose inclining to the of tho winter. Only eight authors sent
feed the meal ought to bo mixed with
Roman and a pair of piercing eyes, ho in their productions,and tho jury speRomo other sort, such as barley meal or
is tho embodimentof humor and pathos cially nominated by the government
ground oats, as it is too stiff and pasty
combined—a rare
________________
came
to the conclusionthat none of them
who.: water is added toil, if given alone.
Tho period at which fowls may be fatOne of the survivingofficersof Kane’s deserved the prize,
tened varies considerably,but about
pioneer arctic expedition. Captain J.
THE ANIMAL KINGDOM.
three weeks if properly managed should
etc.,
Wall Wilson, has long been a resident
bring the birds into fine condition. Inof New York. He is a lively and well
The hen so common in these days
dian cormnoal, oatmeal or buckwheat
preserved old gentleman, with a fund of
!
anecdotes
relating
u.
me
uayswueuue
, ori^ted in the Banlriva jungle,where
meal, fresh and sweet and mixed with
anecdotes relating to tho days when ho
ate boiled shoes and blubber by the light
chickens are still to bo found.
milk, are good fattening foods. Some
A French beekeeper has experimented
poultrymenmake a mixture of eifual
of the aurora borealis. Captain Wilson
Come and secure the benefit of this offer. It is only for
parts of eornmeal and oatmeal and milk,
says that so far as ho can learn there is with his bees as carriers of dispatches.
30 days, to reduce our large stock before we take our annual
adding a little meat drippings or other
only one other of the officerswho ac- One difficultyof tho boo service is that
the insects will not return over a disfat. Birds in confinement fatten faster
companiedthe expeditionnow alive.
inventory and to make room for a large spring stock.
taiico of more than two or three miles.
than when allowed to roam about, aud
VARIOUS STAGES OF THE HESSIAN FLY.
RAILROAD JOTTINGS.
grain feed is thought to accelerate tho
Least attractive among the insects
v
ond
cut, an infested plant. This peat accumulation of fat.
which give light are tho so called “elecTho “double decker” is again on the
crawlers
much from the athutoofseveral Bonemeal is an excellentadjunct to
track
uam bridge ana
and do
Bo ton.
----” . , minute parasites, which attack and detrack between Cambridge
tho regularfeed, especially with rapidly
Its patent brake serves to bring tho car j many leff3' whmh have been likened to
stroy it in both tho egg and larval or growing chicks and fowls that show
serponts’ skeletons in miniature.They
to a standstill almost immediately.
maggot stage. These are small, usually symptoms of leg weakness. It is usually
move in a snakelike fashion, forward or
A novel heating apparatus is to bo in- backward, leavingbehind them a bright dark colored, four winged insects, quite given in combination with meal, shorts,
troduced on railway trains in the north
well illustrated by Fig 0.
&c., in quantity,say a small handful to
track of phosphoric light.
Professor Riley has during tho past one gallon of feed. It is a good plan to
of France, where the cars will bo heated
In olden times a bird called a phoenix
year imported from England a foreign
hereafterby means of boxes of acetate
was thought to live in the deseits of species of these parasites, some of which feed a little regularly every second day
t of soda.
Arabia. His lease of life was said to be have, by his instruction,been turned for a fortnight when the birds seem out
An order has been issued by C. P.
of sorts. At other times a little ground
500 years, at tho end of which time ho
loose in the fields in tho vicinity of Co- bone once a week is in order.
Huntington at San Francisco prohibitbuilt a nest of spices aud fanned it into
lumbus. with the hope that they will being the furnishingto tho press for puba flame with his wings. Tho flame recome established in the state. Prevent- In Favor of the No Tramping Theory.
lication the earnings of the Southern Paduced tho bird to ashes, out of which he
ive measures may bo noticed as follows:
A correspondent writing in Hoard’s
cific railroad.
sprang to live another 500 years.
Sowing
at
tho proper time; burning the Dairyman says:
The Baltimore and Ohio Railroad
One w.
of the
singular looking
-..w most
— --- ---^ : OIUUL/IU*
stubble;Ai/ttstt'/t*
rotation V*.
of crops; sowing long,
1 have opened our silos and now
company has let the contract for fifty
creaturesthat ever walked the earth or j narrow plats in late summer as baits; have another pronounced verdict in fa- Winter Clothing-at Wholesale Prices. Be sure you investigate!
new locomotivesof the heaviest pattern,
“swam tho waters under the earth” is applying quick acting fertilizersto scri- vor of the no tramping theory, and evi- We have more styles to select from than any other Clothing house
to cost nearly $500,000, and to bo used
tho world famous manfaced crab of | ousiy infested fieldsin tho fall in order dence by the level setting of the silage,
in Ottawa county. GO
on the heavy grades between Wheeling
Japan. Its body is hardly an inch in to encourage attacked plants to throw that the distributor “scooted”the silage
and Harper's Ferry.
length, yet tho head is fittedwith a face np fresh tillers, and to increase tho vigor into place in good form, quite as well as
Eighth Street, Holland,
It is not at all likely that tho Baltiwhich is tho perfect counterpartof that of these that they may make sufficient tho all day’s labor of a tramp— or. There
more and Ohio will assume control of of a Chinese cooly; a veritable missing
growth to withstand tho winter.
Is no loss in the cornersand sides aud
ita latest purchase, the Pittsburg aud
link, with eyes, nose and mouth all
After tho fly has gained possessionof the entire waste under the straw cover
Western, until after the annual meeting
clearly defined.
a field. Entomologist Webster,of the was less than forty bushels, the same in
of the stockholdersof tho latter comOhio agriculture station, says, in the amount as that of friend Wise, who did
pany next May, when tho bargain will
WHISPERS ABOUT WOMEN.
bulletin from which tho foregoingis an not put on a cover of any kind. My
no doubt be formally ratified on their
extract, that he knows of no application silage this year was picked up in the
part, as it has already been oh the part
Mrs. Samuel Gaston, of Providence,
i that can bo made which will destroy it.
field as fast as cut, and tons of it were
-ONof the Baltimore and Ohio.
is forty-seven years old and has had
j Doubtless pasturing tho field, if early put in that had not been cut down thirty
seven
husbands,
Her
seventh
is
a
The Pittaburg Post says: "For a safe
! sown, will often result in reducing the minutes. The silago is as free from acid
running of passenger trains the Alle- brotherof her first and fifth.
] numbers of tho pest, besides giving to
taste aud smell as any 1 ever saw’. Tho
ghany
has a rphenomenal
and al0
____ , valley
----- , ---------------Miss Helen Gould, daughter of Jay i tho ground that compact, pulverized distributor of my silo is a S^foot square
C. BLOM, SB.. Prop'r.
together unequaled record. A few words | Gould, made her debut in Now York nature which it should have had at the platform up over tho silo, just below’ the
tell the story. During nineteen years society. Miss Gould is twenty-one, tall first. No doubt many larva) aud “flax- upper end of tho carrier, so that the fall
psist not one passenger on the river di- and slender, with dark brown hair and
of tho silago at tho start is over thirty
vision of tho road has lost his life by ac- eyes.
feet. Tho size of tho pyramid of silage
This does not mean that wcj3
T T L E
cident, and for eighteen years past there
It is said that the widow of General
that gathers on this platform is of suffimark
a
$12
coat
$16
and
then
sell
has not been one fatality on the other Grant has written ever}’ word of her
cient slope to scoot the silago all over
half of the road, tho low grade division." book, which is soon to appear,and that
At the following prices :
tho silo. If by any means it does not it for $12, but it means that a $12
she would not employ a stenographer or
fall evenly into tho pit tho platform is
ODDS AND ENDS.
a typewriter.
pushed over a foot to one side aud the coat is now only $9.
per
surfaceis quickly evened up. That's all
Mrs. MarshallO. Roberts is not so
There are spoken in Europe 587 lanthere is of tho distributor. Tho engineer
rich as currently reported. Her income
guages.
Our Entire Stock of OvercoatsMust
tends to his engine, looks after tho
Japan is the paradiseof children,for is not much over $40,000 a year, and on
silage, takes a turn occasionallyfor a
in that land a child from tho moment of her death the principalreverts to the
Go This Winter
half load, feeds the machine and spends
heirs of the late Mr. Roberts.
ita birth until its maturity never knows
Lady Russell, of divorce court noto- YOUNG WHEAT PLANT INFESTED BY HE8- tho rest of the time threateningto bnild
what it is to bo unhappy.
of cost.
a silo for himself.
BIAN FLY.
There are now fifty “tank" steamers riety, is known to all boaters on tho upseeds" by this means would be crushed,
per
reaches
of
the
Thames
for
her
skill
plying between this country and Europe,
AgriculturalItrm*.
but very few would enter into the food
carrying oil in bulk. They carry about with the oars. She is also a good horsefull line of Underwear of all
It lias been many years since tho Euwoman and expert at driving tandem. of tho animals grazing thereon unless
B,0U0,0W barrels of oil annually.
the plants were pulled up, both stem and ropean wheat yield was so small as it grades, and in order to make shelf
Mme. Marie Giraldy Delsarte,eldest
Woman’s cause is making progress in
was in the year just past.
I roots.
Bosnia and Montenegro, where the gov- of the two surviving daughters of DelThe Now York fish commissionre- room for Spring goods we shall
per
Following aro some suggestionsas to
ernment intends to employ women physi- sarte, has arrivedin New York and proceives about $30,000 annually from the
1 seeding. First, get good seed, tho largposes to promote American acquaintsell at a very small margin.
cians In tho hospitals hereafter.
est and best grain. Plow early; get a legislature.
ance with her father’s system. She will
The Hindoos have a cocoanutfestival
compact, smooth, well pulverized seed
Free delivery inside city limits.
Little pigs do but little good in winter,
take classes if she has the patronage.
every year at the end of August to mark
bed, so that the seed will be evenly cov- and those dropped at this season rarely
the beginning of the end of the monered. Nothing will pay better than this. pay for wintering.
TURF TOPICS.
soon. Daring the festival athleticconWith everything in readiness, wait paFirst door north of Rosebud Sample
According to report, about ten feet
tests take place and wandering minstrels
St. Blaise is to have a $15,000stone tiently until the fly has emerged,and, square is the space allotted to each state
Rooms, River Street, Holland, Mich.
Cor. River & Eighth, Holland.
recite their tales and poems.
largely at least, disappeared,then sow
fireproof barn.
for making an apiarian exhibit at the
your grain as carefully and as well a)
In selecting strong timber weight has
Allerton’s fee in the stud in 1892 has
World's fair.
you would if you were plantipg your
very little consideration. Only a man been placed at $1,000.
It is told by those who claim to know
last
dollar.
In
ordinary
seasons
the
sire
with experioucocan cull the good from
Decision in the Nelson case has been
that tho high tablelandsof Mexico will
(seed), with the assistanceof mother
the bad timber with almost an infallipostponed until next May.
bo the next competitor of tho wheat
earth, will give you a growth of sturdy,
ble judgment, and probably without the
So clean and neat,
Orrin Hickok may have charge of the hardy, thrifty plants that will have growers of tho United States.
Over on Seventh street.
ability to tell why ho makes his seleci
____
__ _______
The number of abandoned farms in The bijou resort for the gay and witty,
dodged
the _
fly,f _escftjxHl
the rost and will
tion. Color has little to do with it, Palo Alto trotters next
Between 750 and 800 colts entered for go into winter in better conditionthan Massachusetts,according to the report In this our own beautifulcity.
weight something, timber sense more.
And what is more,
the $25,000 Futurity of the Kentucky as- if sown early and in a slipshod manner, of tho state board of agriculture, is 887
The number of waterworks in operaIt has ih * fin a: Qooi\
and
these
are
largely
located
in
thi
| In tho spring this grain will meet even a
tion or under constructionin tho United sociation have paid second
AnWc^plete
rhyme, I '?e/ant a11
S0™1 stf bo1*?
Tho
little
party
of
gentlemen
who
' quite severe attack of tho fly and the western counties.
States is 2,037, and the number of towns
Has music ail the
that you can bring us, delivered
The New York State Dairymen’s asso....admission
, . ----at the old Fixter factory. Elm
and cities supplied is 2,187. Pennsyl- clustered around Senator Stanford when effect will partake more of that of the
The
entices :
vania has 210 works for supplying 245 ho bought from Charles Backman the pruning knife than tho sickle. Rich soil ciation has recommended that a memoIt has popular prices,
bolts preferred. Inquire of
And with these m ites
towns, while New York bus 199 works then unknown stallion Electioneerlittle 1 will of ‘xrarse have tho advantage, but rial bo raised in honor of the late Colonel
if not rich do not abuse it because it is F. D. Curtjs, who was one of the sociYou can have surface and skates.
for 218 towns. Massachusetts has 128. thought that his sons and daughters
&
Michigan118, California 103 and Illinois wonld become tho kings and the queens | poor, as that is all the more reason for ety’s most progressiveand useful memEighth Street. Holland, Mich.
Open Wednesdays and Saturdays.
bers.
j of tho trotting
! ^ood culture.
102 works.
in private life.
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The Oldest House
The Most

The Largest Stock

The Leading Business
OTTAWA COUNTY.

WHY:'

KEEPS-

color.

Notier &VERSCHlJRE

As we wish

take an inventory

Feb-

we

FOR

^

11

10 DAYS!

.

ALL OUR

1

Ready-made
Overcoats, Boots
and Shoes, Hats, Caps, Gloves, Woolen
Underwear, Comforters, Shawls, Ladies’

combination.

and

Children's Cloaks
Woolen Hoods,

Jackets,

AT WHOLESALE PRICES

;

'ion.

and

.

—

S

N0TIER & VER SCHURE.

I

3NT

$5

ew

SAVED!

Firm.

!

VERY OFTEN!

SIC

ON A GOOD SUIT
-AT-

BOSMAN BROS.

a

TELL THE OTHERS OF

Mich.

1-4

OFF

BOS1VEAN BROS.,

RIVER STREET

m

—

D BEER

Q

doz. $1.00

Quarts,

Pints,

“

“

.50

regardless

EXPORT

A

doz. $1.00

Quarts,

•

Wm.

Brusse

&

Co.

THE HOLLAND RINK!

season. ^

_

WANTED
STAVE BOLTS!

money.

^

S

time.

,

turf.

NOTEER

VER

SCHURE

(

)t t

a

W

A Co

u N T

V Tl M

K s.

Blaine may

Is* getting stronger every

day but he will never be strong enough
llol.I.AM),MICH., HU lav, JAN. », iw*.

to resist a presidentialcandidacy

I

SSF.KI.AND.

SALVTA'WKY.
An unwrittenlaw
juunmliHiu,i*un<lurHIt

Mrs. .1. Vim Koncnuam, wife of Mr.
All that new china in the White
House is stamped "Harrison, IHJfi" .1. Van Eononuum, of Hedand Hotel
inourabent upon
Isn't that a little premature, Mr. Pros- died on Friday morning, tho 22ud. She

of the othicH of

now

the pntpriotor or editor of evory

was Hick only a few days.

idontV

ins’ leg just below tho knee, inflicting
FKNNVILLK.
a severe out. Johnson was arrested,
Floyd Everhart and wife and Alonzo
Everything looks encouragingfor a but It was d Hoove red that tho comity
Peck and wife of Grand llupids have large underop of ixiaohosthe coming
prosecutor could do nothing with tho
boon home visiting their parents.
season.
COM, as tho boy was hxi young to come
For fancy flannelsmid other dross Our “Sportsman's Club" better known
under his jurisdiction. Tho county
gtHxls at lowest prices, call at E. .1.
us Fox Hunters have just received a fine agent hits boon summoned.
HnrringUm's.
blooded fox horn Importedfrom West
Mrs. C. 1). Clock, wifo of a prominent
Yesterday,Hazard Card, a farmer Chester, Pa. A grand hunt is ex peeled
citizen of this place, is suffering from
living in tho township of Alpine, about
soon.
a singular attack of mental aberration.
a quarter of a mile east of Cranberry
Our now Baptist church have got She can recall nothing that happened
.Ian. 2(>.

OTTAWA COUNTY.

offered him.

ALLEGAN COUNTY.

HEIM. IN.

CORRESPONDENCE.

JournHliMtic venture hooklny publio pw*

Mis* Lydu Van Zooron, daughtoi
Andrew Carnegie’s motto is ••slow (i. J. Van Zooron, VricHlnnd, died on
thooo uj»on whom ho may rouhomtblyroly
but sure." Yet only forty throe years Saturday lust of conmimpt Ion. She was
for mmiil and financial Hup|N)rt, through
Lake, whllo hitching his horse in front
ago he was a messenger boy in Pittsburg an estimable young lady and the family
their new 800 pound boll placed In tho
tho medium of the "Salutatory.” This
of the house of our village doctor Shim
Now he owns Cluny Castle in Scotland has our heartfelt sympathy in their In*
tower of their ohuroh.
mol, drop|s>d down on the sidewalk
IH hu pi Med to explain coneiHolyand Inand a largo share of tho good things on roavoment.
Rev. Pesohman of tho M. E. church
dead.
Heart
disease
scorned
to
1x3
tho
tolliifontly,tho minHion, aimH. and pur*
this continent. It looks very much
Before wo hud our sleighing,it looked cause. He was removed to Dr. Shim is in Murcellus this week assisting in
|nmck of the journalist it* infant,and at
though Mr. < 'arnoglo cared u good deal as if wo wore to have a wood famine.
revivalwork there.
mol's office and his family notified.
tho riamo time to not forth it* clainiH to
more about being sure than he did Hold dollars seemed more plentiful than
N. L. Gage, tho venerable "sage,"
It is wonderful how cheap overcoats
recognitionand imtrunagu, The Ottaabout going slow.
leaves us for Chicago this week. Great
wood.
But sinoe our lino run of sleigh- are at E. .1. Harrington's.
wa Countv Tim>*, thordoro, yielding
ing, wo have got u good supply and It
A regular clearance sale of ready will be the sorrow at our popular hotel
to the force of aciiHtom which htw muoh
A OlffantlcFraud and lnl<|iiltjr
made it very lively in town: it reminded mode clothing.It must go at any price where this gentleman has boon stoi>to justify it, miIuUm ita roaderx, mukcH
As for the alleged interest of Amerping the past six months.
us of the winters of a few years ago,
at K. .1. Harrington's.
the cusUunaryeditorialbow, and pro- ican labor, the domesticationof the tinsee wood, logs, bolts etc. coming in.
Max Moyer of Lisbon is homo visit- Wo understand cards are out for the
tronngo, to introdiwo hl« publicutionto

previous to yesterday, her
ing totally

memory be-

lost.

m

ceeds to explain its future course, to- plate Industryin a series of years would,
gether with such other facts us we ho|»o in the most favorable conditions, draw a

Mr. Chris.
sawmill and

Do

-Jong started up

ing his parents.

his

doing a rushing business

Jay Lawton, son of

Hon. James M. Ballou died at Otsego
on Tuesday of pneumonia followingthe
grip. Ho was an on-president of tho
state boai*d of education, his term of
office expiring one year ago.

OVERISEh.

-

_Thc

fine sleighing

Jan. 2b'.

during tho past

marriage of our village president to a two weeks has made it very lively in
R. Lawton, beautiful “Brunette,"who resides in our village. Logs and wood have boon
college at Val- tho near vicinity. We agree with our hauled in large quantities.
president in adding to his a better
Lots of sickness,almost every family

W.

will entitle it to a position among the few thousand workingmen from other
and if the beautiful doe* not leave us, gi’oeor, left Monday for
nowspajiersof
Michigan.
what that
J
~ -r-~ .....Just
- ...............
. employments,
< ii.jMwj mull in, while
niimi UIIHIUISIIUIg
diminishing thO
he will undoubtedly get his yard fillet paraiso, I ml.
position will be, will de|)end entirely opportunitiesof a far greater number of
half.
John T. Dayton, M. D., and wife are
has one or more members suffering with
upon its own enterprise and ambition, workingmenby discouraging the with logs.
Prof. P. A. Reed has opened a select tne grip. Not many fatalities have ocWo
have another now enterprise in dangerously ’ sick with tho grip and
the proj>erly diroctedexerciseof which
diversified industries of which tin-plate
N'hool in our village counsel rooms. curred however.
invariably secures coinniensurato n*- is the raw material. Why, it would bo town,! he firm being DeFouwA Nykatnp. pneumonia.
They started up their ExcelsiorFactory
Thu dance at the Berlin House on We wish the professor success in this
ward.
Mr. and Mrs. .1. H. Bchipperlost a
big money in the pockets of the Amur
baby in consequence of a severe attack
Tho continuous and remarkablein- ieun jRioplo if all tin-plate workers last week and are buying basswood isdts Friday evening of last week was a joy- much needed enterprise.
crease in the population of Western whom this policy may call into employ and have already a nico lot in their yard. ful affair. About sixty couple danced
Raymond & Hutchinson, our city of bronchitis.
until the dawn of morn. Smith's bund bankers, are getting ready to b.uild a
Michigan during fho past two decades,
Old father Dangromond who has been
The
Zeeland
Furniture
Co.
at
their
meat should lx> pensioned with a libera
of Grand Rapids furnished the music. large brick block for their bank, with very low for some time is getting a lithas brought with it a projjortionatoly
annual
meeting
declared
a
dividend
of
salary and the tax bo repealed. Tho
Don’t mention horses to M. M. Rob- vault and other stores In connection, tle better, though very weak.
ten |x*r cent
increaseddemand for newspaperliteraannual tax of $15,000,000on tin-plato
san unless you have a day to spend. He' which will add much to the looks and
ture. This demand has been met, in
Rev. G. J. Nykerk and old Mr. OldeSince our run of sleighing,sleigh rides
would give 10,000 workingmen a yearly
is the owner of a standard-bred filly.
part, by tho establishmentof now
bekking
arc also down with Iho grip.
business
interests
of
our
town.
ArchiHillaryof $1,500 each. But the in-jdato have been numerous and some of the
The
mail i‘oute between Berlin and tect E. E. Coons is drawing the plans.
papers and an increase in tho cireulaMiss
Poelaker,
one of our teachers in
manufacturers, Mr. Niedringliaus and horses can make good time. Tho StanLisbon is in splendid condition. So
lation of those already in existence, but
School
No.
1,
has
resumed her work
Lagrippe
is
among
us
but
lias
not
the rest, have very plainly indicated dard Breeding Stables of Caton & Desays Will's girl. Leap year.
it has by no means been fully supplied.
become
very popular yet.
after a short siege of sickness.
Kruif
seem
to
make
the
most
speed.
that they do not intend to pay more
John W. Find), one of our esteemed
Particularlyis this true as applied to
Justice of the Peace, Wm. H. Me
Rev. C. C. John preached at the Dutch
than the average rate of wages, while They have several trotters and Jpacers
the political field.
neighbors from Tallmadge,has rented Cormick, spent Sunday in Holland Reformed Church last Sunday. In tho
reserving the profits of monopoly for with a good time of speed; by the way,
his farm, sold his farming implements among friends there. Miss Annie evening the congregation had the pleasFor some time past, Ottawa county,a
their horses “Zeeland"and “Nicobar”
themselves.
and will move to Grand Rapids.
most Importantsection of the state,
McCormick is visiting friends in Grand ure to listen to an eloquent sermon by
In behalf of this policy of speculation have quite a distinction. Their sires
Berlin seems to be the centre of at- Rapids.
was without u Democraticnewspaper
their former minister Rev. P. Lepeltak.
are
not
only
represented
in
the
2.30
list,
it has been urged that by making tintraction for sleigh rides and pleasure
publishedin the English language.
Isaac Foster, better known as “Uncle The church was crowded and the rapt
but
also
have
2.20
and
better
performers
plate at home the enormous sum of
seekers from Grand Rapids. No less Isaac," and his sister, Mrs. Reynolds, attentionof the audienceshowed tho
The need of such a publication,from a
money that, is now sent abroad for it and the sires of their dams have a numthan four parties of from twenty-four are both very low with fever. On last esteem in which he is held by tho conpolitical standpoint,has been repoutedwould bo kept in tne country, and xt in the 2.20 list and 2.30 list and their
to thirty to one load visited our little Friday evening, a shadow social in gregation. It was a great pleasure to
iy urged. The Times now comes forwould constituteso much gain to the sires are only 11 and 13 years. We nohamlet last week.
ward to till this want, and we have no
Post's hall, was held for their benefit, have him with us again.
AmcvVan p*mle. This belongs to tho tice that they have a number of visitors
in which eleven dollars in money and
Our cream carrier John Teusink did __
breeders) from-outeidep-'^y-horaca-------- WE5T olive
it is possible for one pui>or toammi|)iish
several dollars in other necessaries not like jingle life any longer, so ho
Jan. 20.
whlch teaches that the farmer can are not only patronized by Michigan
in the direction of promulgatingand
Mrs. Thos. Barry of Holland died the were received.Our young ladies were married Miss Jennie Kropsehot. Gathbetter make his carpets and articles of breeders,but also from other states, and
elucidating the doctrines, principles,
the prime movers. v
ering cream required his presence elsenecessity in his family, althought he their lxx>ks are already being filled for fifteenth. The remains were brought
and aims of the democratic party, shall
One
of
our
millinery
stores
has
been
where too much, however, so he bought
the
coming
season.
here and hurried Sunday. Rev. Rock
can buy them more cheaply at tho
lie done, conscientiously, vigorously,
closed for two or three weeks, owing to a farm in Jamestown and left the cream
of
Agnew
officiated
at
the
funeral.
store. Experience has taught him difDr. Oscar Baert was seen on tho street
and without fear or favor.
Sleighing continues good and wood the illness of its trimmer, Miss Maud business to his brother Henry. John,
ferently. He knows, too, that if he with his fine driving team “Nick" and
The- politicalpolicy of the Times,
hill.
why did you leave Overiscl? We would
must pay two bushelsof corn for a cer- “Daisy Medium" and the way they made and bolts are moving lively.
however, is only incidental. Primarily
like to keep you here. We wish you
Mrs. Sherer and two children are
tain quanity of domestic tin-plate, when the snow fly, it will take a crack pair to
our purpose is to create a newspaper,
HAMILTON.
good luck, however, in your new sphere.
sick with grip.
he could obtain the sameamountof for- beat them.
and by this term we mean a paper
Jan. 20.
Joseph
Peek
is
recovering
from
an
eign tin-plate for one bushel of corn, he
The new cheese factory of Mr. S.
which shall give the best, the freshest,
C. E. Siple and family are able to be
For fine cabinetscall at the Zeeland
is the loser of one bushel of corn by the Bpuwers can hardly fill their orders, attack of the grip.
and the most comprehensivenews, and transaction.
out again after the grip has left them. Art Gallery, Zeeland, Mich.
Thos. Barry has moved back here
their being such a demand for their
present it in the most readable shape;
When the consumers of a country can, cheese. He built a fine brick building from Holland and will make his home The people of this place were sur- For a good nicklo cigar try the
a paper, which, while using every in exchange for their own products,obprised to see an old friend from Dakota “West Michigan.” It is the best five
one-half mile east of the village. Mr. with his daughter Mrs. Alger.
means at its command to increase the tain cheaper and better commodities
in the person of Wm. Fay, who, having cent cigar in the market.
Brouwers is quite a hustler and does
prosperityand add to the advantages of abroad than at home, it is no loss of montired of drinkingDakota alkali water,
OTTAWA STATION.
Stave bolts wanted at tlie old Fixter
not do anything by halves.
its patrons,shall not 1x3 circumscribed
Jan.
19.
has
returned. Ho says eight years is factory. Enquire of Notier & Ver
ey but a positive gain to send abroad for
De Free & Elenbaas have their roomy
Grip takes the lead.
and limited in its scope by local environ- such commodities. This is the basis uplong enough for him to brave the cli- Shure, Eighth St., Holland.
brick building nearly finishedand they
Born, Jan. 14th, to Mr. and Mrs. Bert mate and drink the water of that gloriment. This is a progressive age, and on which rests the whole system of inAll kinds of nut meats at C. Blom’s.
have one of the finest efllcesin this vil- Velsy, twins— a son and a daughter.
Michigan i» essentiallya progressive ternationaltrade; and while a few monous state. He proposes to settle here
ji'lage. Their buildingis heated by steam.
Born, Jan. 14th., to Mr. and Mrs. and live in peace and comfort as Uncle
and prosperousstate. It follows, there- opolists may find profit in disturbing
Best equipped dental parlors in this
The West Michigan Cigar Co. are Eugene Fellows, a daughter.
fore, that to keep fully abreast of the this basis, it can only 1x3 done at the exSam gives him a goodly allowance for
part of the state. All work done satislocated
in
the
old
stand
of
Mr.
Isaac
Mrs.
Conley
has
a
light
stroke
of
age, to fill a creditableplace among the
services rendered during the “late unpense of the masses of the people. In
factorily at lowest prices. Gillespie&
newspapers of the state, to gain and re- every aspect in which it may 1x3 viewed Verlee, and Mr. Troraj) has a very neat paralysis. It is thought she will soon pleasantness."
Lem ley.
tain popular commendation and sup- the tin-plate tax is a gigantic fraud and place for his photograph gallery and get over it.
If you must smoke, smoke something
sewing machine officenext to the Post
O. A. Baley is on the sick list.
OTSEGO.
port, the publication asking such sup- iniquity.
good. You will find it in the “West
Office.
Mr.
McDerment
from
Grand
port and confidence must be prepared
Jan. 28.
HUDSONVILLE.
Michigan ” cigar.
Rapids is the artist and he is turning
While Wilfred Nevins, tho lifteento meet the varied requirementsof its
The Olivet Male Quartette.
For at least once this town is up with
All winter goods cheaper than ever
out some very line work.
year-old son of Prof. G. C. Nevins,
readers. Realizing this self evident
the times— it has the grippe: that
A party of about twenty-five of the
before for the next JO days at Notier
superintendent of Otsego schools,and
fact, we shall endeavor to make the OtDr. T. G. Huizingahas been laid up
grip which is common among Grangers,
elite of Zeeland took in the concert of
& Ver Schure.
Royal Johnson, the fifteen-year-old son
with lumbago for a week past, but we
tawa County Times a representative
Odd Fellows and Masons, and
The Olivet Male Quartette,Wednesday
The best smoke you can get for live
of O. C. Johnson, were returning from
newspaperin all that the words imply. evening.
are pleased to
one
cents
is the “West Michigan.” Try it.
One of our young men went to our to bo a “ white male of 21 years of age " school, young Johnson became angry
The interests of the people of this city The second entertainment in the Lyand
drawing
a
large
clasp
knife
from
When in Zeeland don’t forget to visit
demand and shall receivethe first con- ceum Lecture course was given by the neighboring village (Coopersville) and to acquire it. But this grippe is not a
siderationin every department of our
returned
to-day with one of the fair joke, in some instancesit is making sad his pocket, struck Nevins just below the Zeeland Art Gallery where the best
Olivet. Male Quartette,assisted by Miss
policy. The possibilities of Holland's Warren and Miss Keyes. The packed daughters of the latter place. We sup- work; it would take more than a column the scapula, nearly severing the large work is done at low prices.
of this paper to enumerate the sick ones artery that leads into the arm. Johnfuture are, as yet, but dimly conjec- house and the rapt attention given pose next in order will be a wedding.
All kinds of metal work done at the
of this vicinity. People get up in the
son struck a second time, but fell as he
tured. To make known to the outside evory number on the programme are
best rates at the Central Dental ParH. De Kruif Jr. has lx3en selling some morning boasting of their good health
did so, the knife taking effect in Nev- lors. Call and see samples.
world the many advantages
and oppor„M»„lllUgUSUim
oppor- sumeient
sufficient evmcuee
evidence of the merit of the of the finest cutters ever sold in this and before noon send for a doctor: even
with our local M. D. it is a case of
tumtios this city offers for the invest- 1 performers. The quartette showed locality. Henry will build a fine brick
physician cure thyself."
ment of capital,the establishment of good trainingin ensemble effects, ren- building and will have more room.
The firm of Sinclair & Phillipshas
:
:
new industries, and the building of new dering each number with tine artistic
A. G. Van Hees has resigned his posi- dissolved,Goo. Sinclair retaining the
homes, is one of the principal aims of effect, as well in Buck’s “Annie Laurie”
tion on the School Board on account of business. The firm were manufacturers
this paper. To foster, guard and proof cheese box materialand patent coiled
and Gatt’s “The North Wind" as in ill health.
elm hoops.
mote the welfare of this community their rollicking college songs.
A. and B. Veeneklasen, representing
The snow makes the mills busy and
shall always be a controllinginfluence
Miss Keyes played with brilliant the Zeeland Brick Co., have spent ten all of them are stocking up rapidly.
in our labor. With these purposes pre- effect and showed herself perfect masdays at Washington, D. C., attending
Dedie Bros. & Dehn is a comparativedominant,we confidentlycount upon ter of technique in the beautiful renthe annual meeting of the National ly new firm with good prospectsof makthe co-operationand support of every
ing a success with their coiled elm We have a large Neckwear trade. In fact we claim to be leaders in
dering of the “Tremolo Etude" of Brick Makers Convention.
hoop factory.
rx3rson equally interestedin assuring a Gottschalk.
this special line.
splendidfuture for our city.
Who
goes
to the Grand Haven train
The excellent singing of Miss WarNOORDELOOS.
to watch for arrivals? Some Hudson- We have left on hand from the holidays, numbers of $1, 75c, 50c,
It is our purpose to make a newspaper
ren delighted all. For one so young
vi Ilians know but will not tell anyway
Jan. 20.
35c, and ^sc, neckties,and in order to close them
which shall be alert, reliable, and, in
she shows remarkable powers and Mr. Heyboer, the popular clerk of “ye editor of the suburban " won’t.
out in a hurry, we offer
all its essentials, independent.Generbreadth of conception.Her voice is Mr. Meyering, is slowly recovering
ally speaking, our columns will cover
very sweet and has withal that sympaCRAAPSCHAP.
from his attack of influenza. Already
25
every departmentof news which may thetic gustivityso necessary for a sucJan. 26.
Mr. -Meyering's outside customers are
UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE.
be consideredof interest to the public.
Our
merchants
have
taken
an
invencessful vocalist. This, added to the
We shall spare neither labor nor ex- great flexibilityof her voice, made her anxiously awaiting the reappearance of tory of their stock. We are half in- This is an unusual offer, and it will pay you to take advantage of it.
clined to think that the farmers have
cuse to make a bright, newsy and sing with such spontaneity, that it the ever welcome “peddle- wagon.”
had to pay for the broad smiles they
Miss
Bessie
Meengs,
of
this
place,
thoroughly readable paper, one that seemed as much of a pleasure for her
have been wearing on their faces ever
was last week united in the holy bonds since.
will be a welcome additionto tho news
to perform as for the audience to listen.
CORNER CLOTHING STORE.
of matrimony to Mr. Westenburg, of
Everybody is commenting on tho HOLLAND,
literature of the home, the office, the
All were repeatedlyand enthusiasticbeautiful
sleighing.
It
is
improved
by
Grand Rapids. Their future residence
factory, and the store. The columns of ally encored.
the farmers who are busily hauling
will be at Hastings, Mich. This makes
the Times will always be at the service
wood and logs and by tho younger peothe sixth marriage so far this winter, ple in evening drives. Our bachelors
Lecture Notice.
of the public for contributionspertinent
within
a radius of two miles. Who have taken to the woods ever since the
to the character of the publication. A
Feb. 2. Rev. W. H. Williamson of
ushering in of leap year.
wide latitude for discussionwill be per- Irving Park, 111. “The Legacy of next?
1 hat wood is getting scarce is very
Miss Jacoba Rosbaeh has left us for a
mitted to correspondentsavailing Calvinism."
evident from the fact that it sells very
while, to increase the populationof readily for from $40 to $60 per acre on
themselves of this privilege,and it is
Feb. 9. Rev. E. Winter, I). D., of
the stump.
Grand Rapids.
hoped that a free use will be made of it.
Grand Rapids. Subject to be anIs the
to get
Mrs. H. Joldersma died last Sunday,
To specify further what this paper nounced.
Our boot and shoe repairer,Mr. Boes,
aged 68 years, after a lingering illnei.
will do, or will be, would 1x3 superfluous.
has come to the conclusion, that snow I he funeralwas held Wednesday
Feb. 16. Rev. A. Buursma of Grand
To an intelligent observer the present
is not very destructive to leather, for . Mr. and Mrs. H. Brill of Grand RapRapids. “The Minister an Ambassaissue will appeal more directly and
“time hangs heavy on his hands." ids, formerly of this place, lost a little
dor of God.”
daughter last Sunday. The remains
forcibly than would any words of ours.
When are you going to give the boys were brought here and laid to rest last
The public are invited to attend.
With each succeeding issue we will
a sleighride, girls? “We?" Certainly, Wednesday.
present— in the same manner— addiA horse covered with foam and a
The “West Michigan” is the best did you forget that it is leap-year?
wrecked cutter behind him, and minus
tional evidences of the earnestness of smoke you can get for five cents.
Last Sunday H. Bisschop died at the a driver, came to this village last night,
our purpose, and we confidently leave
Try the home made chocolates at C. age of 82 years. Grip was the cause.
1 he outfit was probably the property
the rest to the public, without whose Blom’s, jr.
Jake De Vos of Roseland,111., who of a xuckless swain who had been out
driving with two girls.
cordial support it is impossible* for any
For a good smoke try the “West has been visiting friends and relatives
enterpriseto thrive.
in this vicinity and elsewhere, returns
Michigan"fivs cent cigar.
Toilet
home this week.
The best gallery in Holland is HopTeeth extracted without pain by the
*ev. J. Vanderwerp conductedthe
Hai m Bisschop, Jr. and family, after
kina’. The finest “ Excelsior ” finished administration of vitalizedair at the
services at the ChristianReformed
a
two
years
residence
in
Grand
Rapids,
photographs,cabinets and imperials. Central Dental Parlors.
church the past two Sundays, the Rev. J.
Uuldrens photos a speciality. The
have concluded that city life does not Keiser being indisposed.
If you want a good cigar for a nlekle,
best work at popular prices. Studio
agree with them. Consequentlythey
Rev. J. Keiser has received a call
opposite First National Bank. Eighth try the “West Michigan." You get
from Pella, Iowa.
have returned to again try their luck
satisfaction at a small price.
A horse of Henry Boven dropped
on the old farm.
dead in front of the sleigh last week.
Cor. Eighth and River. Holland.
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KANE, The Druggist
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iiSTM SCSilCHIlI com DOWN

a lasso, Vest moved uneasilyIn his
and gave utterance audiblyto on exiircssion that was interpretedto mean
Til like to get hold of that policeman.”
Ritli

ROASTED CORPSES. NEWS

STATE

the circuit court at Rogers' City, have
•gain been continued on accountof tho
llrcpiy Gosrlp Concern lug Our Own Poo- wrlotu. illness of one of the attorney* for
i-ublif imiiKimtion broko i.]. But the Concessions Not Up to
tho defers*.
Eleven Found in the Surgical
pie und Affair*.
NOT SATISFACTORY.
cotoric, but now thoy imvo
*
H. H. Aplln, on ex-auditor general of
Instituie Ruin*.
Eaton county pioneers propose to Invest
^•(l undor tho muno of ••th«
Requirements.
The <'oiire»*lnti* .Made by Chill Not Up to
Kune of the "surplus'' in a ball where this state, Is now register of the governltei|iilreinentM,
•y oIuhh,” and will atudy up on ktatra
bey can meet and exchange stories of yo ment laud officr nt Grayling.
Two Disco children narrowly escaped
J quot ii' oncf iu'>i
THAT IS THE VIEW AT WASHINGTON w ahiiikuton, Jan. 87.— It transpired late FIVE OTHERS LOSE THEIR LIVES, olden time.
yesterday afternoon that Minister Kgan
For several years has I). 1L Tripp, n cremationby tlie burning of their parent’s
.Ibort Walker( a younjr Allegan
homo while l»oth father and mother were
had communicated to the secretary of state
And Two are Missing and Supposed to lie Petoskey gentleman, has been a cripple absent. Tho children had been locked In
mty faiinort drove to Martin with a w 1,1 withdraw Matta'a Not« rihI th« Re«
from Holntlcrheumatism. Not long sfneo
the reply of the Chilian government to
In the Debris— Thirty-Three Wounded,
the house.
I of live poultry, but when
«*•»»•• i:«i»rati«.and win
several doctors laid the sciatic nerve bare
tlie note of .SecretaryBlaine of the 21st
Two uf Whom will Dio— Complete List mid stretched it, and now Tripp is himself Several of tho firms recently burned out
Bhud town there we. not
inst,, as was stated in these dispatch** gesof tho Victims— Nrnri'liingfor Ilodles
at Au Sable are preparing to rebuild.
ngaln.
terday morning from Santiago. The genIfnrnlflRescues.
in tho wagon, and only tho
w..hinfto«in tho
Battle Creek’s street cars are being
Miles’
waterworks
plant
goes
to
the
eral incredulity of the public regarding the
r in tho rear end explained the| inKa in congroaa.
heated by electricityami tho new scheme
INDIANAI'OUB,Jan. 2:1. -Sixteen bodlea highest bidder Jan. 21.
Santiagodispatches was due to the fact
works all right.
iiho of a row of excited hens boinKj Santiaoo, Jan. •Jfl.-The Chilian kovhave lieen recovered from the ruins of the
Diphtheriaremoved three children from
that Monday Egan had notifiedthe departKalkaska is without a dentist, the last
>ng “11 the way from tho farm U* eminent ban sent a reply to the ultima ment that the Chilian government anked tnrgical Institute which burned Tuesday one Detroit householdin a single week.
tooth-puller moving to fairer fields of bailnight.
Two
of
the
inmates
are
missing,
rn. Next time Mr. Walker will coa- turn of the United Statea. The reply is iu for two or three days longer iu which to
An itinerant sketch artist,,who has ness endeavor.
ly his poultry to market in a time* effectah follows:
make iU answer,owing to the absence of ind it is supposed their remains will be worked many Michigan towns, recently
Hudson’s wooden ware factory has
1 ‘residentMontt nt the springs above Sanfound in thw debris.The names of the secured a divorce from his pretty wife in
ck safe.
proven such a money-maker for tho past
Chili agrees to withdrawthe offensive tiago.
sn
Indiana
court
and
straightway
redead are as follows:Minnie McDonald,
ten years that the owners talk of enlargDoesn't Mention an Apology.
U1 kinds of sleigh bells can bo bought note sent by Senor Mattato all the Chilian
Negaunee, Mich.; Fred Dockendorf, Still- lumed to this state,marrying a Mottvllle ing the plant.
maiden twenty-four hours after securing
It was not until last night that the fact
ministers
abroad
and
acknowledge
that
it«
water, Minn.; Hnminh Broch, TaylorsLeap at tho harness shop of H. Vauthe decree.
of the reception of the message became cirLOOKS LIKE SUICIDE.
lasuanco was due to an error or judgrille, Ills.; Fannie Breeders, Memphis,
til, Fighth St., Holland.
culated, and the sentimentamong public
Mrs. Margaret Hammer, one of Michiment.
renn.;
Irma
Pay
ne, aged 18, Dexter, Mo.;
Cashier
Gleason's Accounts Found To Ho
men was one of doubt and uncertaiuty.
gan’s pioneer residents,died at Parkville,
Chill also withdraws its request for t he They knew not at first what to say on the Minnie Arnold, aged 17, Lancaster,Mo.; aged 104 years.
• l.AUO Hum.
withdrawalof United States Minister subject when asked for opinions os to the William Ramstrack, aged 17, Milwaukee;
Harry Noble, the Galesburgstallion Ishpeming, Mich., Jan. 25. -On the
new phase of the matter. The statement Mrs. Charles E. Karl, Shelby, O.; MagKgan.
owned by W. S. Kirby, lias been sold for morning of Jan. 5 John Gleason, cashier
of tho contents of the message in yester- gie Karl, Shelby, O.; Mrs. S. Lazarus,
#30,000 to the Valley stock farm. The of tho Cleveland Iron Mining company,
In addition to this the Chilian govern- day’s telegram is said to be practicallycorONE NIGHT ONLY I
Dallas, Tex.; Stella Spies, McComb, O.; horse has a record of 2;17)f
was found dead in the vaults of his office,
ment, in its answer, proposes that the net. Conversationwith those acquainted
2i), ?91 affair of the attack on the Baltimore's with the text of the note gives the impres- G. M. Ellis, aged 40, California, Ky.; Kate f Whoever will deliver the murderer of with a bullet wound in bis bead and a reL. Straughau,Salem, O.; Miss Kate Burns, I'ashier Gleason, of the Cleveland Cliffs volver lying by his aide. Circumstances
sion that it w as not satisfactory. No one
sailors in Valparaiso be submitted to the
Appearance of the .lollyFun Makers,
who was in a position to know them would Newport, Minn.; Frank Burns, Newport, Mining company, an Ishpeming corpora- pointedto murder and detectiveswere
arbitrationof some neutral nation. If consent to discuss the terms of the reply. Minn.; Matie Do Clow, Farnam, Neb., 3 tion, can call upon the company for a re- employed to unravel the mystery. At an
ward of #2,500.
adjourned session of the coroner’s jury
this proposition to not acceptable to the The fact, however,that there to no refer- rears old, died from exposure. Dr. A. A.
ence
to an apology for the assault upon the urier,
A Grand Traverse county youth of 10 Saturday afternoon the officers of the comArlxir,
Mich.,
and
United States government tho Chilian
Baltimore’s sailora issufllelent to account
was secretly married to a maiden of 14 pany testified that a shortage appeared iu
governmentsuggests that the matter be for the dissatisfaction of the oflicials with Arthur Bayless, residence unknown, are tender years the past summer by a justice Gleason’saccounts of $1,800. This had
-ON Amissing, and are supposed to be burned.
submitted to the decision of the supremo its terms.
of the peace, and the discoverycreates been kept secret until brought out by tho
Twenty-Three Wounded Victims.
TRIP TO IRELAND.
Pinkerton detective emSatisfactory ns to Malta's Note.
much surpriseamong the friendsof the inquiry.
court of the United States.
The
following
is
a list of the injured:
As to the Matta note, tho offer of Chili is
contractingparties.The youthful hus- ployed on the case ever since the tragedy
(.'oinhlncriwith the fniuouH
NynopftU of the rresldent'a Meniiagc.
believed to ho fully up to the demand Mrs. II. II. Ideua and son, Grand Rapids, band is still attendingthe public schools. Itates that after following all possible
clows leading to murder be has been forced
libcrnica and Dublin Dan NovWashington, Jan. 25.— PresidentHarri- made by the note of the 21st instant to Mich., badly burned; John Brown, Athens,
#• •
to the conclusion that Gleason committed
Minister Kgan. The matter of tho latter’s 0., injuries slight;William Taylor, severeAlpena’s spool work* ore turning out
! city and
Specialty Company. son's message on tho Chiliansituation,ac
suicide. The jury returned a verdict of
recall is believed to have been sufficiently ly burned; Ruth Collins,injured internsjiools at a lively gait— 4, W) gross per
cotnpanied by the documents, correspond
shooting by unknown persons.
settledby tho terms of that, note.nnd there- ally; Lizzie Fisher, Ontario,a number of week.
r Positively the best attraction of this kind tray- ence, etc., in the case, was sent to congress
fore no reference to it in tho reply was
painful
bruises;
F.
H.
Cunningham,
CinAttempt to Assassinatea Mayor.
ling. 14 Special Artists, lirnss Hand and Or- Monday. The message reviews all of the necessary.As was stated Monday night,
Three Rivers has seven citizens each of
icstra! Look out for the Grand Street Parade evidencein the case, and says he feels com- if Chili apologized for the Baltimore in- dunati, badly burned; Lottie Lazarus, whom belong to fourteen different secret
Benton Harbor, Mich., Jan. 26.-An ataged 7, Dallas, Tex., leg broken and In- organizations.
These may be considered tempt to assassinate Mayor Hobbs of this
noon.
pelled to stand upon the demands of the cident the matter of amount of indemnity
jured internally, recovery not possible; unusual severe cases of the grip.
by
way
of
reparation,
or
whether
or
not
note of the 21st inst. to Minister Egan.
city was made by some unknown person.
New Specialties, Novelties,
Looria Olds, Independence,Ind., hurt in
The scheme to move Plank’s tavern The would-be assaasiu fired a pistol shot
These demands are that the Chilian gov- anything should be paid to the families of .eft hip, but injuries not serious; Kate
from
St.
Joe
across
the
lake
to
the
World’s
Music, Double digs.
Biggin and Turnbull might very well bethrough the window of the mayor’s resiernment must apologise and make reparacome the subject of arbitration; but the rhoinas, Indianapolis, face badly fair city has been abandoned,and it has dence, the bullet grazing hi« head. The
Songs, Reels,
tion for the assaultupon the Baltimore’s
bruised, but condition not necessarily been leased for a term of years.
apologymust come first.
city council bus offered a reward of $500
sailors Oct. 16; that the Matta circular
Dances.
fatal; Louis Van Vorhis, Athens,
The Supreme Court Proposition.
William Coulter, living near the Soo, for the apprehension of the miscreant.
note
of
Dec.
13
must
lie
withdrawn,
and
This Comedy Illustrates the Comic ride of a
0.,
badly
burned
about
the
The propositionof Chili to throw the
attended a revivalheld ata countryschool- The mayor and council have been prose
the language disavowedwith os much
Tour through Ireland, and will be Interwhole thing, into the supreme court for uead; M. McJoseph, Dos Moines, Iu.. badly house, became convertedand publicly con- cuting the gamblers of late and have inpublicity a» it was circulated, or
‘“.7 v*r “rF“T°
____ tiwrscdwith specialties by every
hurt; Alice Thornbeck,Columbus, O., arm
fessed to having killed bis father without curred the enmity of that fraternity.
ifcTdathms-wHb-CWiUwilUwuag-Hiat.° u V0'!0^' \R'w?,d:. ?y
member of the Conpauy.
hurt; Robert Conner. Aubendire. Wis.,
uttiyiroyocatiou.
Mr. Egan’s recall will not be considered
back hurt; Mamie Steer n, aged" is, Des
^ ^
of full confidencein the justice and right
1 he Muskegon Boom company claims to
Prices 25, 35. and 50 cents. until these matters are disposedof. Af * ar of her cause; a confidenceso great and im- Moines, Ih., feet badly burned;Mahlon W.
Ishpeming,
Mich.,
Jan.
27.—
Dennis
Me
stating his reasons for making these deWidener, aged Miami county, O., cut head tho list of western MichigancorReserved seats now on sale at Ureyman’sJewelmands the president advisesthat they be plicit that she is willing to make a creat- m the head and badly bruised;Barbara porations in the amount of money paid its Carty, dealer in dry goods and notions and
ry store.
ure of the other party to the controversy
a member of the city council, made an asconfirmedand enforced by congress.
Uoniell, aged 13, Sioux Rapids, la.; Albert employes.
sole judge of its merits. Others, however,
signment late Monday night to Thomas
Coquen
Nicolson, aged 14, Elk Creek, Neb.;
Horatio
Scott
and
wife,
aged
06
and
80
think it is, in common parlance, a bluff;
Dawson. The liabilities are estimatedat
Mrs. John Stokes, Danville, Ind,; Mrs. C.
years,
respectively,
both
died
at
Oxford
IN THE HANDS OF CONGRESS.
and that Chili is not honest or sincere in
$8,000; assests cannot be estimated,but
K.
Smith,
aged
48;
Bessie
Smith,
aged
6,
within twenty-seven hours. They were
her professions.It is recited that Chili
will be very small. The creditors are prinThe .Statesmen Will Now Tackle the knows how the jurisdiction and powers of Elk Creek, Neb.; Mrs. J. R. Guild, married nearly sixty years ago.
cipally Chicago and Milwaukee Anns.
Question of Peace or War.
*ged
40,
and
Ava
Guild,
aged
3,
John
Idalski
gets
a
fifteen
years’
job
at
the supreme court are restricted and
Washington, Jan. SO.-Interest in the limited by the constitution and that she Medaryville, Ind., neither fatally Jackson for murdering William Hagen, a
FOOTPAD COMES TO GRIEF. ‘
Chilian situation has been tranferred from made the offer, knowing that it could not Injured; Miss Emma Smith, aged 15, Jack
Hagensvillemerchant.
!
Jonville, His.; Mrs. C. P. Cullom, aged 45,
His Would-He Victim Draws a Knife and
Mrs. Mary Calkins,Greenville’s oldest
the executive departments to the Capitol. be entertained. The argument is adCuts Ills Throat.
I want to call your attention to the devanced that the supreme court cannot and ind Neil Cullom, aged, 4, Carthage,Tenn.; inhabitant, is dead at the ripe old age of
Contrastedwith the general feeling of exwould not assume jurisdiction ever such a Nellio Mason, 14 years, Java, N. Y., 95 years.
Chicago, Jan. 26.— A bold attempt at
licious fruit which we are selling.
burned and collar bone broken; Clara
cited interest prevailing at the latter place matter.
highway robberywas made Monday night
«* •
Morris, hurt in head; Grant Van Hoesen,
over the president’smessage and the aclllaiue Disputes Jurisdiction.
about 10 o’clockat LaSalle and Jackson
C.
G.
Baker
was
caught
by
the
endless
Apples from our Own Slate!
Athens, N. Y., hand and ear burned;
companying correspondence,the state, This point was urged in a notable case Clarence Mead, Athe is, N. Y., leg slightly carriage that feeds au Ironwood furnace streets,and one of the assailants, John
only recently. Blaine ami attorney general
war and navy departments seemed dreary
hurt; William H. Albach, Dunkirk, and thrown into the seethingflames,be- Casin, is now lying at the county hospital
Oranges from Sunny Florida!
made a very strong contention that the suwith his throat cut almost from ear to ear.
and deserted, and the undercurrentof ex- preme court cannot deal with a matter that N. Y., slightly burned; Mrs. G. J. ing cremated to a crisp.
St. Joe county will have her anti-colic
The man who did the cutting is J. C.
Pears from Golden California! citementamong the officials croppedout in is the subject of diplomaticdispute. This Simpson, and little girl; Hattie Southtvorth, Warwick, Wis., badly injured by industry representedat the World’s fair Chester, a deaf mute who has been giving
a few instances only. There was an unusual was in the Say ward case which grew out
by u peppermint still.
fallingfrom fourth floor window.
exhibitions of rifle shooting at a Clark
Then we have the nutritiousBananas. number of sightseers from other cities of the Beiiring sea dispute. The petition
A Maas of Roasted Humanity.
- The business portion of Au Sable was de- streetdime museum.
for a writ of prohibition iu this case was
about the state, war and navy departments
For two hours after the fire broke out no vastated by a $75,0U0fire on the evening of
Chester Got the Best of Him.
Lemons, for your pies, f
taken under considerationby the court
yesterday, and from the manner in which upon the ground that it was a legal ques- me supposed that any lives had been lost; the 13th. Insurancelight.
Chester and J. K. Hawkins,who has
Cranberries for your sauce.
Daniel Mattison, an Otsego farmer, had been engaged at the same resort exhibitthey examined the models of the new tion and not a diplomaticdispute that was but as soon as the firemen could get inside
the building tho nwfui truth was made a horse bitten by a massasaugalive years ing trained bears, were returningfrom
Sweet Potatoes, Figs, Dates. Fresh naval vessels in the corridors of tho navy brought before them.
The reply of Chili was the subject ipparent. In ono room a mass of roasted ago, but the animal soon recovered.Not the Grand Central depot when the assault
department it was obvious that interestin
Canned Goods, etc.
humanity lay entwined. When their long since the equine manifested symp- was made. At LaSalle street three men
of
a consultationbetween the president
the Chilian trouble was not on the wane.
bodies were disengagedit was found that toms of hydrophobia from which it died.
sprang upon them from the shadow of a
OR IK VOU WANT
and
Secretary
Blaine
at
a
late
hour
yesterSome of the war talk indulgedin would
there were seven persons in that mass
Asa Sharr lives at Morenci and slipped building. Two seized Hawkins and the
day
afternoon, as well as at the
have been rather startlingto Minister
WHITE BREAD,
meeting
the cabinet at noon. done. The search in the upper rooms of the other day, dislocatinga shouider. third made an effort to go through ChesMontt if he had happened that way, even
The
views of the United States gov- the east wing of the building was rewarded Asa did tho very same thing exactly three ter’s pockets. Chestershoved him away
RYE BREAD,
brides and grooms forgetting for the time ernment upon the reply will probably not by the taking out of four bodies burned to years before in precisely the same man- and drew a large knife. His assailant adto bill and coo in the patriotic feelings be communicated to Chili fora day or two. crisp. Many persons who were anxious ner.
vanced again* and in the struggle that folGRAHAM BREAD,
which the sight of the marine models In the meantime the text of the message of ibout the missingcrowded into the buildRebecca Beaver and Susan Gilbert are lowed the highwayman was cut in the
ing where the searcherswere at work.
Minister Egan, it is expected, will be sent
old-time Adrian neighborswho live in ad- throat and fell to the sidewalk.
Cakes, Pies, Candies, Nuts, Cigars, produced.
to
the
committee
on
foreign
affairs
in
the
joining houses with an age record of 90
The Army Heady for Service.
or Oysters, then call at the
two houses of congress for their informa- JUSTICE BRADLEY’S LIFE ENDED.. and 94 years, respectively,to their credit.
It is stated on high military authority
ODDS AND ENDS.
tion and to aid them in the consideration
Joe Smith is a Big Rapids resident— you
The Aged and DlNtinguiKhedJurist Passthat the army is in conditionfor immeof the president’s message and accompanymay
have
heard
of
the
Smith
family
on
a
ed to the Majority.
diate service.Twenty thousand United ing documents transmittedMonday.
Consuls were first appointed in
former occasion— who lost a silverquarter
Washington,Jan. 23. -The physician’s
States troops could be thrown into Chili
1485.
Will Not Arbitratethe Apology.
twelve years ago. The other day Joe reand 100,000 militia commanded by United
Further inquiry last night strengthened prediction that Justice Bradley would not ceived t hat self-same coin in payment for
In Sweden locomotives use peat for
live
until
yesterday
morning
came
very
States officers, are also ready. Colonel P. J. the impression that the reply of Chili is
wood with his wife’s name inscribed fuel.
O’Kelly of the Second regiment of Irish not satisfactoryto the members of the near fulfillment, but tho distinguished thereonjust as it was the day it was lost.
Do not overwork with mind or
The combined ages of three members of
volunteers of New York city yesterday United States government.Although the juristresistedthe approach of death until
answer proposes to withdrew the Matta 0:15, when he passed away wit hout a strug- one Saginaw family foot up 249 years, or body.
called at the war department and tendered
note, the tenor of the offer is not agreeable.
gle. Justice Bradley had been ill for sev- an averageof 83 years each.
Secretary Elkins the services of his regiRemember that cream will double
The proposition said to lie contained in the
The 124 state banks doing business in in whipping.
ment in the event of trouble with Chili. reply to arbitratethe Baltimore affair is »rul monthfs from general break down. On
Eighth
Holland, Mich. The regiment is composed of 1,000 men.
this state had aggregate assets of #65,191,taken to mean the whole question, whether Monday he grew worse and lias since failAmerican looms are being extenCongressman Stahlnecker accompanied or not Chili shall apologize as well as pay ed rapidly, although apparentlynot suffer- 972.53 on the last day of the old year.
O’Kelly and said that the Second regiment indemnity. Of course that will not be en- ing any pain. Though conscious when
Two Buchanan girls engaged in a wood- sively used in England.
was one of the crack organizations of the tertained; the United States must be the Moused he was so feeble that he talked chopping diversion, one holding the stick
Save your cold tea; it is excellent
country, and would acquit itself with judge of the propriety of demanding an but little and took no notice of those about while the other used the ax, whereupon the
for cleaning grained wood.
credit should its services be required.
him. He was devotedly attended by his holder promptly parted with several finapology— that cannot he arbitrated.
gers.
A stono hatchet was found in a
The scene in both house and senate duragedjwife, two daughtersand a son.
ing the reading of the president’s message
Florida phosphate bed not long ago.
BANDIT GARZA IN A HOLE.
H. KREMERR, M. D., Prop’r.
Silk Factory Hurned.
was striking and suggestive. Long before
Uncle Sam’s mail system occasionally
Tlie buildingsof the World’s fair
the hour fixed for the ABSggmbliqgof con- Texan Rangers Said to Have “Marked
New
Yohk, Jan. 28.-Sultzbach& Wei- develops some queer incidents.For in—A PULI. LINE OP—
will
contain twenty-nine acres of
Down”
the
Revolutionist.
gress the galleriesWere filled, and on the
ooch’s extensivesilk factoryat College stance: Christian Wesserman, now a
glass.
San Antonio, Tex., Jan. 27.— The state Point, L. I., was destroyed by fire. The
floor t he expected message and situation of
Saginaw citizen,mailed u photograph of
Pure Drugs, Chemicals, Soaps, affairswere discussed in an animated way. rangers under the command of W. C.
loss will be heavy. Several hundred girls himself to a friend nearly nineteen years
During last year 192 persons were
When
at 12:50 Mr. Pruden, the executive Mabry, adjutant general of the state,ex- are employed in the works.
ago and has just received the same shadow arrested for attemptedsuicide in New'
Perfumery, Toilet Articles, &c.
clerk, appeared in the house with the mofrom the dead letter office.
pect to have Garza surrquuded before toYork city.
mentous bundle in his hand, nearly every
ALSO A FULL LINK OF
THE DEATH RECORD.
night. The wily revolutionaryleader
Edgar Tyler is a Jasper gentleman who
seat on the floor of the house was occupied,
Chess is an old game. It was
cut au oak tree which scaled 2,371 feet of
will he called upon to surrender,and
and tho gallery entrances were filled with
Henhy MyKEY, well-known and popular log.
played by the Chinese 174 years beImported and Domestic Cigars.
if
make
resistanceho
throngsof people anxious to obtain a view
will he taken dead or alive. The ren- lawyer, at Chicago.
The warm winters of the past few years fore Christ.
of the scene and desirous of hearing the
George T. Berthon, oldest Canadian
dezvous of Garza is at a ranch about thirty
have made Adrian ice dealers charry of
B. Kkkmkrh, M. D., keeps his oilic-c nt the store, message read. Nothing could more eloIn the year 1G35 a tulip bulb was
portrait
painter,
at
Toronto.
miles south of Alice, Tex., and the rangers
where calls will be received and promptly at- quentlyportray the deep and widespread
Captain Thomas Teed, well-known on tho weather and they are puttingup a two sold in Holland for $2,200. It weighed
were
within
ton
miles
of
tho
place
last
tended to.
years’ supply of congealedcoolness.
interest in the affair felt by the people.
the lakes, at Union Grove, Wis.
night.
hut 200 grains.
The galleries were all full of interested
Saginaw to the home of a woman who
Oillcc hours,8 to 9 A. M., and 8 to 5 P. Jl.
Mrs. Redmond, mother of the ParuellThere is never a scarfpin worn iff
people. During the reading of the message
The Iowa Legislature.
has three living husbands, while a Port
ite leader, at Dubll;:,
the greatest attention was paid to it, both
Huron man is the proud possessor of five the lawn cravat “to bold it in place.”
Dus Moinks, Jan 27.— In the senate yesB.
W.
McCullagh,
general
passenger
on the floor and in the galleries,the au- terday resolutions providing for an expert
wives. Both parties have been jailed on a There is no need of such a thing.
agent Texas and Pacificrood, at Hot
ditors apparently anxious to miss not a
charge of bigamy.
investigation of tho state institutionswere Springs, Ark.
Never do anything that you need
tingle word.
referred. A resolution approving the presPeter Van Vlissixger, well known Benton flarbor indulged iu a grand be ashamed of, and then you never
Congressmen Paid Attention.
sleigh
riding
carnival.
’Tis
estimated
ident’s Chilian message was unanimously Chicago real estate dealer.
Blount, chairman of the committee on
Judge R. L. Hannaman, at Knoxville, that the processioncontained1,500 peo- need be ashamed of anything you do.
adopted. Iu the house petitions were filed
ple.
ry those fine Roasts which we are sell- foreign affairs, sat easily in his chair, while
—asking that any residue of the direct tax Ills.
The yearly expenses of the three
just to his right ex-Speaker Reed sat bolt
ing at the
refund be given to counties for the erec- Dr. B. F. Russell, prominentIndiana
upright, his elbows on the desk in front
government— logison a sled that’s drawn by a trained sheep.
tion of soldier’smonuments;favoring the physician, at Columbus, Ind.
of him, all attention.There was none of
lative, executive and judicial— are
Charley
Hammond
is a Colon kid who
Conger lard and anti-optionbills in conRev. Leopold Simonson, celebratedlinthe usual newspaper reading and letter
fell just at a time when he had his tongue $22,000,000.
gress. A bill was introduced authorizing guist,at Hartford,Conn.
writing, which the members engage in
between his teeth, amputated the talking
Or the fresh Sausages ?
the manufactureof intoxicatingliquors
Milton was of the opinion that the
John
Couch
Adams,
M.
A.,
F.
R.
S., at
when opportunityoffers. They all felt the
machine in a jiffy.
for medical, mechanical and culinary pur- London.
Or the Pork Steak?
verses composed by him between the
gravity and importance of the situation,
poses, u, be shipped out of the state. Cliff,
Martin Maier and hi* daughter,Sarah,
Elijah W. Morgan, prominentattorlot, you should do so. Have you any uud gave it their earnest attention and
autumnal and spring equinoxeswere
the deposed secretary of the senate, got ney, at Ann Arlwr, Mich.
both died of the grip on the same day and
consideration.
At
the
close
of
the
reading
always the best.
altry to sell ? If so, I will pay you
temporary injunctions restraining the cera tumultuous cheer arose.
Ex-Congressman William Robinson, at were buried in a common grave. They
highest market price in cash.
tificationof Parsons’ election and the paylived
at Delta.
The wonderful progress made in
Brooklyn,N. Y.
In the M&ate the scene was similar in
ment of his salary.
The calendar for the January term of surgery is shown from the fact that
Rev. Peter Hennakbt, vicar general of
all respects. The crowded conditionof
[M.
the Detroit diocese, at Detroit.
the Eaton county circuit court was orna only 9 per cent, of all operations in
the gallery and degree of attentionto the
Left Her Girls Locked In.
MlCAJAH Hancock, aged 100, at Wini- mented with twenty-ninedivorce cases.
reading alike were the same. In the diploamputation are fatal.
jr. Eighth and Fish Sts., Holland,Mich.
Kansas City, Mo., Jan. 25.-Jeuny muc, Ind.
matic gallery were seated Jules Bouevofe,
#• •
Stark,
a
colored
washerwoman,
left her
Silver was first coined at Rome in
Captain Abner HAIKS, United States
ehancellor, and M. Paul Dospravo,of the
Rev. James Crarablet is a Muskegon
French legation, and Mr. Herbert John- two little girls, aged 4 and 2 years, locked army, at Cincinnati.
RIVER STREET RESTAURANTdivine who essayed the wood-chopping the year 275 B. C. Tho first Roman
in tho house while she went out to work,
stone, of the English legation.
Hon. J. M. Ballou, leading Michigan act, but a clothesliue and the ax he was gold coin was issued only about
Visitors to Holland will find
The Britishlegation evinced unusual in- A rug caught fire and the younger child educator, at Otsego, Mich.
weilding formed a combinationwhich seventy-four years before Christ.
xew cafes of the tony kind;
terest in the message, telephoning to the was smothered to death, while the elder
Rev. Rowland Bailey Howard, secre- downed the parson. He may recover.
tif you desire a meal at your leisure,
Some time ago the Japanese adoptWhite House yesterday morning to in- was rescued alive, but afterward*died.
North Branch caniner. all take a back
tary of the American Pence association,at
•re and visit Mr. Ed ward Van Drzer.
quire if it were goiug to congress imme•eat for a Persian kitten. 5 mouths old, as ed the European custom of burying
Rome.
Condition of Cyrus W. Field.
IT IS THE BEST PLACE IN TOWN
diately. There was no demonstrationin
the dead, but for sanitary reasons
pussy is a fighter from the Orient.
New Yohk, Jan. 23. -Cyrus W. Field Mrs. Harriet L. Packer, founder Packthe senate over tho message, but a general
er Institute for Young Ladies, at New
George
Christensen
is a Cadillac citizen they have returned to cremation.
sentiment was expressed that it was was re-ting comfortably,but very low, at 2 York.
who hauls suppliesto backwoods lundier
Coal mining requires an average
strong and courageous,while temperatein o’clock this morning. Dr. Fuller, his
Coffee, Oysters or Sandwiches,
Dr. K. L. GRIFFIN, physician of national camps on a sled drawn by a pair of bloodtone. When the secretary read that portion physician, is of the opinion that his patient
sacrifice of two live* per day. Of
note, at Fond du tacjfWis.
U alters and dishes in avalanches,
bounds.
which related to the dragging of one of to not iu danger of immediatedeath. It
-Aunt” Clara Voorhers, well known to
Catering in all its branches.
The famous Molitor murder cases which each 150 men working in the mines
the Baltimore’s sail.ors through the streets may not come iu two or three days.
:ollegestudents, at Princeton. X. J.
were to have !>eeu tried at the present tenn one must lose his life within a year.
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The human ear is a much morn delicate organ than most people suppose. It
is extremely dangorunsto interfere with
it by use of earpieksoi any of tho various instruments used for the pnrjioso of
cleaning it from wax. Tho wax is a
natural secretion, and unless the ear Incomes diseasedit does not accumulate
any faster than is necessary to protect
tho passage from tho entrance of insects
and variousparticles which might otherwise bo forced m and tend to interfere
permanently witti the hearing.
fj
Tho greatest care is necessaryin washing tho ears of little children. They
should bo washed outside, but on the inside only so far as tho finger wrapped in
u soft towel will go. The practice of
forcing a hair pin or any other hard instrument into the ear passage is fraught
with danger of injuring the membrane,
causing permanent deafness. Earache
is a malady of childhood and causes
most distressing pain. The simplest
remedy for it is to take a little cotton
dipped in warm sweet oil and put it in

Bow the (•ucrrllU ChlofUln Wiw O»«o
ho to hiranoli. spools to their prince’sdaughter: the
Cupturra, Shot and l«oft f‘»r lleigfl.
great soigtiours on horseback,tho noblo
“cortuin that sprinK. and spring only.
“It was one of tho oloRost calls 1 ever
dames in bullock cars or tho regular
1h all that Fiaki desires."
had. and 1 was pronounced as good as a
And ho stopped to lend an oar to the uouriraanos.
dead man by tho Federal surgeon who
FiaV' hustonod to doscond.Tho doi*
sharp wind blowing againstthe palaco
made a hasty examinationof mo after
mlo met upon tho terrace stepa and sho

.loot m the hrilllnnl Ulllifcet piileH.

When

Trent

MOSBY’S “CLOSE CALL"

roads and pathways gayly diwsod
throngs wore hurrying to pay their re*

Uooiior rovorlo atill. roturuotl

to hi'> njmrtiuout.
“It in certain."Raid

Ulry Ulon

tU> Ittflii"to

.»

walls.

m

throw herself into his arms with a cry tho shooting."
The speaker was tho noted southern
raider, Colonel John S. Mosby, who now
And KometiunM mi the ehmloWH full
god!"
tho gray evening’splace.
resides in Ban Francisco,but was spendAoroM the floor from every Hide.
Then they strolledtho jmrk and gar“Yes.
spring,
spring
only,"
muring a few days in the city. Ho and I sat
A K'lhlln (tancca on the wall.
dens to admire this magic spring. Fiaki
And Bnomea within the oornors hide.
murudthu unhappy daimio, dejectedly
togetheron a settee in tho corridorof a
laughed
and
danced
and
clapped her
resuming tho scat that ho had Quitteda
Broadway hotel and talked about war
•j '.en m the lin licht blHxen lii«h
‘•S
hands like a child, and immediately a
times. The colonel-bo was never a
while ago.
We »©e the ahadowa run away,
groat chariot shaped like a pavilion, all
Suddenly his sorrow changed to anger,
And allontly Ntain draw nlk'h.
general— pushed back his slouch hot and
aglow with gold stars and drawn by
Like aplrita of the wood at play.
and ho summoned his prime minister.
his gray eyes gazed at tho ceiling as if it
white bullocks, drew up at tho torraco
Nai-Dai-Tsin ran. bonding low his back
were a map of the war. He forgot that
And when the erabrn*faintly Blow,
steps for tho princess and her maids of
Upon the amoke 1 aee aaccnd
and auguring nothing good for himself
he had over been a politicianand fqieut
honor to take a ride through tho counThe little felk 1 love to know.
or others from tho gloomy face of his
seven years of bis life as consul to Hong-OFWho vanlah at the etory’a cud.
try. Then tho visitorsentered their
Tho daimio
Kong. His memory went back twenty-------- was silent a mo*
-riavel Scott Mlnee In ilarjier’aYoung People. master.
cars and fell in lino and it was one long,
seven years, to :i period when ho was
known to the north us a guerrilla raider.
K,..’1'""1 •“ ........ . .....
I hud been talking to him alxmt narrow
Riven St., Holiaxd, Mich.
escapes, and the conversationled to tho
followingnnrrat vo by the colonel :
As it was winter and very cold, they
Prices the Lowest!
“It was in December. 1801, in Vir- tho ear passage.
(.<ul drawn around the prince tho screens
A
danger
that
may
arise
from
doing
SatisfactionGuaanteed!
ginia, that i thought 1 had received a
of precious woods in tho little hull where
so simple a thing as this is that minute
fatal wound. I was captured, but not
Terms to Suit Purchasers!
ho sat dreaming, his arm ui>on an elbow
recognized, and left for dead by tho Fed- particles of tho cotton maybe left m the
rest richly inlaid with i»earl.Magnifi- Sbwors is in the first months of spring.
car.
To
prevent
this,
some
physicians
rendering still more comOLD PIANOS OR ORGANS TAKEN
Uowere,
e u« , plcto tho»atrro
illusioll of 8prin}?triclK,rt moro erals. 1 have aeon an account somefont robos of soft, downy silk ovorwhere of this adventure of mine, but it advise making a little wad of tho cotton
IN EXCAANGE.
lapjKnl and crossed their many colored
had no resemblance to the truth. That and wrapping it in the finest and thinYou ulmll bo oboyod, maotor,” ro’- U»wwy.'»»V> W'™?™ 1,1 “n
collars upon the breast of this daimio,
MUSICAL
GOODS OF ALL KINDS.
nest linen cambric that can be founa,
th^‘Y
perfu.nol" verisimilitude of detail was lacking to
and on tho shoulderand embroidered in plied tho prime minister,
and dipping this in warm sweet oil. In
* ALL THK HURT MARKS OK
rescue tho story from pure fiction.
gold on tho sleeves was n star formed of
"On
that evening in December I was case of intense pain a few drops of hot
! “itthtU‘r«
five balls surrounding a sixth, tho well “B„°tl™
laudanum or camphor may be used with
o{ tho chariot to
tll0 better. eating supper at a farmhouse and not
known coat of arms of tho illustrious Mm, and bo let his anm toll helplessly
suspectingthe approach of Federal cav- tho oil.
KEPT IX STOCK.
family of Kanga. who had no equals in m at0
When foreigu bodies get into the ear
to death, ” murmured “Whut a deHcious_perfume Heats in the alry. The farmer, his wife and daughter
power in all Japan save tho family of
they should bo removed by syringing
he; .'y/dJibl For niavo not
daimio him- were friends of mine, and a son of tho
Shendai or the family of Batsouma.
family was under my command. I was them out with warm water. To attempt
Yet, t his prince, who meditated thus
ravenously hungry, and by the aid of to remove anythingfrom the ear jmisin the depths of this palace, was very
sage by forcing an instrument in is a
frora tho in of tj10 ^yes, tho spray from which a tallow candle— gits and oil were not
powerful, very rich and very renowned; clear sk> of full
used in Virginia thon-I was earing rash thing for any ono except an aurist
his people admired and feared him. his
sausages and pone broad. Such luxuries to undertake.The liest medical pracvassals were ready to die for him, his
telt
t,,ebre"tl1 of t"°
titioners refuse to treat affections of the
“What could ho do to avoid disgrace? i
ever ^ far they went into as sugar and coffee were not in tho
least desire was a law' to all surroundear or eye, but send their patients to
wjI(1
deJghti Fiilki menu. Suddenly the door was opened
ing him: nevertheless, today, ho found Nothing,nothing, ho told
and
several
Federal
officers entered. specialists.— New York Tribune.
( couid not abridge her happincra. Tlien
himself exceedingly unhappy, helpless, after he had thong i
FOR MEN,
The house was entirely surrounded by a
poverty stricken,deplorably poverty
Tho Consumption of Cigarettes.
regiment of cavalry. I had on a long
myai
m2to“
Had
seriouslycom- 1
by “olto
FOR BOYS,
stricken in thought and fancy: for had
There are 1,560,000,000cigarettes
mandod spring! For a long while he ,
iraeagJ% tho princ0 rCgarded gray overcoat,aud on tho collar was the
he not. for many days past, sought for
smoked
throughout
tho
United
KingFOR CHILDREN
insignia of my rank as colonel. Jumpsome surprise to celebratethe birthday stood without thought, Ins head hanging ummssiblo minister
ing up I raised both hands and care- dom every year. The paper used for
like
a
baU
of
lead
on
lus
miserable
..{Stte
of liis only daughter,and had been able
‘Does the princess desire," demanded
lessly grasped my collar, hiding the in- rolling them is exceedingly thin, tho
breast: then bo cast lethargy from
Does tllL DnnC08S
he, “to return by the hills or the orchto imagine none?
signia of my rank. They did not know quantity required to make 500 only
and turned with a resolute air.
It was also true that this princess,
ardsY’
“Come, courage, Nai-Dai-Tsin,”said
who I was, except tliat I was a Con- weighingono ounce. Sixteen medium
who tomorrow would lie
lie sixteen years
"Tho orchards, by all means,’
means,’’the
sized cigarettes weigh one ounce. Twelve
AT BOTTOM PRICES.
#
of age. possessed all that it was possible | be. A Japanesedoes not trt nblo
responded; “it is further and
“1 looked down the barrels of several cigarette papers can bo cut out of a
to jwssess—marvelous birds, fantastic | fore
^ ,
teautif nl"
sheet of ordinary note paper— or fortyfishes,
extravagant dogs,
the
And by
by the
the orchards
orchards they
they returned;
returned;as revolversand surrendered. Of course 1
fishes, extravagant
flogs, chanots,
cuanom, | jtroko in the “stomach,
........
I And
racked my brain to find out some avenue eight out of a folio sheet— which in bulk
itniiru-W bntwn.
nalnces. pverytliing
everything , the
,
i,n,i said, more
more lieantifulthan all
bullocks,
horses, palaces,
had
of escape. It came in a dangerous way. would represent 31,250,000, or 130,208
that one could conceive of, and even i Ho drew out t o
andF^ed ,i tl
BeeTli Soon the
All sizes and prices.
they lm(1
bad seen.
the pink
pink blossoms
blossoms
quires, or 05,104 rearas’of imperial folio,
t
man-els of which one did not dream I for the stroke, but paused roflectively. ! of a plum tree caught tho princess’ at- The soldiers on the outside fired through
an open window at me and a ball struck as the annual consumption of paper for

Already tho twilight was far mlvanoed. tlio gray dawn waiting to take

of, “Father! father!thou art in truth u
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countries.

The daimio told himself, shaking his
head, that he had too much indulged
his beloved daughter: that ho should

suicide,

conquer eternal

the

A1

HATS AND CAPS!

I

™^n

^

________

left-' n*t--

aaoalad vf«r. cigarettes.
Tobacco used fora year's supply Of
confusion,and the officersrushed out to
avoid being shot by their own men. In cigarettes, at the rate of sixteen to one
tho haste of their departure the table ounce, would be 5,859,375pounds— or
was overturned and tho candle went out, 200 tons 9 hundredweight3 quarters 5
leavingthe room in darkness. This was pounds. Loudon alone consumes1,000,my chance. I ran into an adjoining 000 per diem. Tho United States use
room, pulled off ray coat and tucked it 2,400,000,000 per year, or about 08 for
under a bureau. By that lime I was each of the adult population,or 100 for

iiio i*i
j-

fortune.-1
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OVERG0ATS

IN

We

can give you a bargain.
il

We

are in for a long spell

of winter

yet. and one of our overcoats will

keep you warm at a small price.
trembled,
“1 will do myself tho honor of pluckgrowing weak from loss of blood, and I each male. Russia consumes 2,593,IL1(1 01/v ing it for you," said he. puttingspurs to
000,000; Austria, 1,980,000,000.
French
he,
• i i,iH ],orso and returning a moment later fell.
“The Federals camo in and the surgeon smokers consume 10,000,000 francs
transparencyof the window, ho allowed
. , , • l with a superbly floweredbranch,
worth of cigarettes every year.
his wearied gaze to wonder over the ! Then, on he
No sooner done than the maids of examined me hastily. I distinctly reIn ono term of fifty-ninedays no fewer
member that ho said I was shot in the
stripped garden, under tho gray and dwelling, cflcn? .
. | honor wanted a piece, and then all the
heart, though how ho managed to locate than 80,000 cigarettes of a certain brand
weepng
.LTthe noLle dames, seeing that tLoy were really the wound there is a mystery to me. I were sold by one tobacconistin Cam“What did sue really stiU desire?’ 1 ^at themsdves, 1 1 ’
c. ,
permitted to pluck the blossoms,leaped
Suddenly he sprang to his
| extraordinaryorder transmitted to him I
carB and demanded fragrant was stripped of what clothingI had and
I
left in almost a nude condition. They
“We will see her," said he, “see her, I oy the
souvenirson their own account,
asked me my name and I gave a fictitious is estimated at 3,300,000.— London Tit-OF—
and perhaps be able, without her sub- u
of1 the! Really this was too much. The prince
one. The fanner was interrogated,but Bits.
peering anything,todivino her caprice.” , ^Mof
i^ffcrefitto P^ed with anger and was going to order
ho did not tell them my name. As they
Musical Signaling.
* He turned and struck the gong hang'
1 ‘ im).111(linLr
‘ them to move on, but tho ministerreusing by a silken cord from the teeth of a , the temfied faces of l ose
d him ,vitll an imperceptibleshrug; did not suspectthat I was Mosby they
It is a theory which seems to have
soon departed.
been confirmed by practical experiment
monster in
to notln i ^ knew women weU-he had foreseen
“Although it rained in torrentsand
Immediately the panels forming
i]lc
this also, and at a sign to an assistant
that a pure tone of voice, such as that
HOLLAND, MICH.
the lightning was incessantI was carFjuiitu Stkkkt.
walls glided noiselessly apart, separatedBut listen a^ ful > tak0 l
a cart drove up loaded to tho top with
used in singing, penetrates to a much
ried
away
in
an
ox
wagon.
All
the
to each side, permitting you to see a kascome tome wbeh
blossom8) and aU were provided
greaterdistancethan mere noise. This
mules and horses in the place had disaplong perspectiveof room after room l varion of all
roun^ i with that which they demanded,
idea has given rise to a new system of
a finer line
peared weeks before and only a yoke of
filled by samourais of service,pages, w°rk <it oace ^
} b] i ’Nai-Dai-Tsin hud unhesitatinglypil- oxen remained. Two negro boys, the marine signaling, to bo used either at
gnai-ds and household domestics. The
laged all the conservatoriesof the palnight or in foggy weather,aud based en- Of
fanner and lus daughter drove the
siimourais—noble vassalswearing two |
!
aces and had men mingling with the
tirely upon the action of successive
wagon and acted as my escort. Before
awords— bowed profoundly before him; silk, cloth, 8f“l; 'LhTeB’|rai
°
; crowd with bags full of flowers till the
before,
they started I was rolled in several musical tones.
A limited number of combinations of
bankets and made as comfortable as
was
notes can be made to carry on all the
' I1-®0"1 cfl™thfJBcMhesC
'
selling
at
possible under the circumstances. They
ruvL/iAicoo mav** i****i*mw*mw*»«*»
conversationnecessarybetween apconveyed me three miles to my men,
“Thou art truly a wonderful man,”
and when they unrolled me and ex- proaching vessels to avoid collision,or
he murmured in the minister’s ear, as
between lighthouses aud dangerous
amined my wound I said 1 was shot in
they re-entered the palace, “and thou
points of the coast, in order to prevent
m u
flowers,before daybreak, too, must be
the identical spot that General Jeb
the C.
hast done far more than I could possibly
wrecks.
Stuart
was,
and
I thought I would die.
^Fiaki— that is to sav, Ray of Sunlight ! tied, nailed, glued or sewed upon the have hoped; but even in tho delight of
Four notes, for example, serve to ask,
The ball went straight through Jeb
-in a well closed hall of herown special | trees, plants and ku8^;
this wonderfulfete, there has been in
“Which way are you heading?” aud two
Stuart,
but
fortunately
in
my
case
it depalace, was seated, according to custom, i along the edges of the r oads the taRcst me a dull disquiet—how sliall we ever
others mean, “I am steering southeast.’*
Spoil broad white mats laid upon the farthest away inthe tiebls, all the artists be able to surpass this spectaclefor the flected and went upward. In six weeks
The system can be employed on a large
I was strong enough to be in the saddle
floor,the long folds of her magnificent j and painters in thenmghborhoodfoto _______
sale of this
is
coming year?”
scale by means of machinery, consisting
again.
I have been wounded six times.”
trained robes billowingand spreading
npon their ^eps to directtl u . ,
°^bilo as tho daimio tarried to
of a keyboard, on which the operator
about her like the leaves of a gorgeous , rion and
to his minister, Fiaki descended —New. York Herald.
is
would play, and “speakingapparatus.”
fan. tissues, muslins, silks and satins,
nt!wnrL i’eSen-tbiSSher chariot; at the same time the
It is expected that by such apparatus
At the Dinner Hour.
its
the most abundant of them all a sky [ will watch over and foresee everything, ,
of
prince of Sat60luna>who had
communication may bo established at a
The
national
congress
comprises
withblue gauze figured with spiders’ webs, m
lateJ there was not 1 far to come and who had just arrived at
distance of two miles. The invention
whicl, were caught the petals of rare I
the palace with a brilliant escort, ad- in its bounds and metes a number of can be adapted to the Morse code of sig- quality.
great American citizens who are not
nals when it becomes necessary to spell
Our winter stock of Rubber
The face of this young girl was white
' Tvery^andsome^oung
man, too, and what might be called “de rigger” in so- out names and words. — Youth’s Comand Felt Goods must be sold beas cream, her tiny mouth like a cherry
towo;. so brave that in spite of his youth he was ciety or quite commo il faut as to all tbo
cleft in twain, disclosingtwo rows of
|
mueh talked about. Deeply proprieties, and their families are as yet
fore spring1 and we offer son&*
Future Warfare.
fine little rice grains: her eyebrows of the Kanba ula.c. hl
inoved at s0 much beaut}’, he stood be- somewhat similar to them. One of these
new statesmen arrived with his wife and
With regard to “smokelesspowder," rare bargains.
four childrenone afternoontwo or three Colonel Lonsdale Hale observes that,
spots nrde with a brush and placed high
days before congress opened, and took though the report of the rifles when fired
up on her brow, while her long hair,fol
up his quarters in a swell hotel. The is heard, it is very difficultto see whence
lowing the mode of royal fashion, was
" wnr
youngsters,and in fact all of the family, the rifles are fired. Under certain conunbound aud streaming down her back of fireflies chased by
But at this hour tho illustrious daimio
had concluded that coming to Washing- ditions no trace of smoke can bo distinto lose itself in the folds of her garments.
ton was a fine thing and they enjoyed guished.Minor acts of surprise, ho conThe maids of honor formed a half
the conclusionthoroughly.
siders, will be more frequent in the
circle about their mistress, and in front
At half past 0 they went into the din- future, and -will often partake of the
of her. behind a light carved balustrade,
!
ing room to dinner, but “supper” as they nature of ambuscades. Very small
a dancer moved slowly, waving her fun
pvarl loaves of a swinging loinpadaitft
her Jy lord,” said seemed to think, and tbo boy among bodies of cavalry, intimatelyconnected
in time to tho notes of the orchestra, inf“hu8tana ant hand- the childrenhad both his eyes wide open. with infantry, forming in action patrols THE BALANCE OF OUR STOCKtoning a strange, weird chant, with a reclined upon cushions and sought ^
comjtose m her dreams a fittingpoem on ;
tUerei ana
,0V6
When
w non no
ho uuu
had been
uoou w-ntuu
seated ho
uu spotted
Dyun/uu u
a with the latter, will therefore bo necesgotto. a biva, ‘three kinds of flutes, a
OF HOLIDAY
**
gentleman across the table receivinghis gary, and it will no longer be possible to
drum and a tambourine.
towomen
had
just
finished
dressing
dessert. Then ho reached for his mother , discoverwill fiosted batteries,
At the prince's entrancethe symphony
The daimio’s face broadenedinto
FINE LINE
| On the whole, Colonel Hale considers INCLUDING
ceased, and Fiaki quickly concealed be- her next morning when the Princess delightedsmile and he hurriedlythrust with a
“Gee whiz, maw,” he whispered,so that only a war can absolutely decide
hind tho spiders’ webs of her sleeve the Fiaki heard under her window the notes a gold and bronze trinket into the prime
ALBUMS, AT
everybody near could hear him, “ain’t what the effectsof the improvementin
twin cherriesof her lips, which was a of an orchestraand the chant of many minister’s hand.
voices.
salnte to her father, tender and chaste.
“Tho key of my treasure box, Nai- it great in Washington? They’ve got small arms will be. One thing, however,
He smiled with pleasureat the sight “Ah!” said she, with a wearied ges- Dai-Tsin,"’said he; “take it, use what puddin and pie for supper.”— Detroit is certain—that is, that the difficulty of
| leading troops has
considerably inof the beauty aud grace of his idolized ture, “1 remember! My birthdayto- you will, and heed my advice— be not Free
!
creased.—London News.
child. Sho rose to greet him, aud, like day! Why was 1 born in winter?’
modest!”—
from the
.....
.. too moaest!
— -Translated
iransiuieuirum
mu
A
Queer
MarriaRo
Tbo
maids
of
honor
threw
wide
of
juditb
Gautier
by
E.
C.
Waga sea agitated by a sudden tempest,the

her. a

he had nothing to offer his child, to as- idly
tonish aud charm
firtct^es 111 tl,e d‘
1;'‘
Still pondering,still wondering, for
long, 'long while through tho cloudy round about, murmured
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grab.

silk, satin, muslin and brocade of her
skirts rustled and undulated behind her.

He

caressed her lovingly,heaped her
with tender names, calling her his In-
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Slaughter Prices
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r __ cu.
In the Loo Choo islands there are
Stag and Foxhound*,
gener for Short Stories.
“True, mistress,” returned they, “but
strange social fashions.A Japanese gen- In olden times stag hunting was a
see, tho beautifulweather!"
tlemau
recently renurneu
returned to
England's
tlemau who has
nan recently
to the
me favorite amusement of
u* the nobility,
-y . and
Beautifulindeed,tho sky, for onco, as
“Our Old Nobility,"as most people capital from a tour in those islands states the dops used m such sport-part greyif it had been a courtierclothed for tho
are aware by this time, Utt superstition,that what mostly attractedhia attention hounds and part bloodhounds - were
fete in a heavenlyblue, across which a , we aware oy
rote
' WC8 Bomo curious marriage customs, given tho name of staghounds.Fox-

Peerage.

neavemy
^

*
™u

-

comparable, his Supernatural Beauty,
his Perfume of Heaven; then he dePf6' . ^
mated withi^
manded of her if she were perfectly gay sun rolled of a gold tt
happy, if there was aught that sho de- Languidly the princess advanced to the ages h«no been created

tins

toe^t

«*vu*n.o

,

adored father!'' Fiaki responded, bending backward her supple body in a pretty movement of sorrow, “how can any ono be
happy when tho earth suffers as now
and the sky continually drops tears?

“What!"

aPI'10
side
T^
,Nobility,
kre •

from
aud running from end toendof
said she, turning

Ssr*'

Th«* daimio listened thoughtfully:

for the Children,
At Almost Your

^o™“7h!ough

all these spring | tlea.”— Pall

Own

Price

Dutch and English Books
Of All Kind

We must have more room and

al

at

|

our surplus goods go
25 per cent

gods have been cruel in creating to side
winter. Not oven the purity of tho tho gallery, “almond trees red aud white,
snow can create for mo an illusion of STt
Hi)* vanishingspring.”

—

Ct^p“

illustrious prince!

The

—

Toys

Ono consistsin the bridegroom going bounds, in like maimer, were trained to
friends’ houses aud per- hunt the wily animal, from which they

sired?

“AL!

^

A

off.

b^^^^a^trumpete!^ A^mabk^e IliepriMTtiie^n^Wl^Ten^o^ro-

“oS Old

then put on and a red hat, the “rig out" derfully reduced, will be ono of great
to see being completedby an empty kerosene utility.The German militaryauthorif Wnf tn thmr bnv- tin which rattlesnoisilyalong as he ties are about to use it for cartridge
ara

fall

MulfiGazette.

(

crowd of chUdrea.-Londou
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News.
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York Journal
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and hunt up another.
It is precisely tho some with a country.
If its inhabitantsfind that they cannot
make a good living in it by a rejisonnblo
expenditure of labor, they will pack up
their pots and kettles, their beds and
bedding and go elsewhere if they can.
Since tho opening npof America’s vast
territories and resourcestho dissatisfied
of all countries lave flocked hither. If
no people come to America from any
given country, it is safe to suppose that
very few people emigrate from that
you move out of

it

Second— They wero built with no
foundation hut the soil, and the all imSo far hs tho reciprocity policy of the Woodrough & Clcmsou company, of
portant subject of drainage receivedlitpresent administrationtends toward the 1 Bouton, and the Woodrough ^ McPartle or no consideration.
i improvementof our foreign commerce, j lin company, of OtK-uinaU nto ono cor^
Third— They have never been subject
it
be deserving of favor,
and were poration under the name of the National
It may
II l»J
-----.. _ .
______________
fount,urnnlri Baw
Raw company.
comimnv.It was belioved
believed at tho to a proper or oven reasonably good sys! it not for other reasons such favor would
tem of maintenance.
be freely accorded to it even by those time and it was so announced to the
Fourth— Heavy traffic over them is
not in sympathy with the presentfiscal trade that this combination was to bo
independent
of
all others, and would now almost entirely with narrow tired
policy. The first of these reasons is that
vehicles, which cut tho surface of the
^•reciprocity"is evidently intended to cdtapetevigorously with tho latter.
When,
however,
the Disttons, of Phila- roods and would doubtless form ruts in
1 obstruct the progress of true tariff reform
country.
u well constructedhighway.
Of all the European countries none
1 principles,and another, a
natural se- delphia, hod secured control of the RichThese
are
tho
four
principal
reasons
has sent a smaller proportionof natives
quence, is that there exists a manifest ardson Saw company, of Newark, N. J.,
why tho roads ore had. The results of
to America than Switzerland.It is estidisposition on the part of its supporters and several other smaller companies, it
this melancholycondition aro evidert
was
found
that they were tho organizers
mated that fewer people have come to
to exaggerate the benefitslikely to acto every person who lias over lived in or
America from Switzerland in all time
crue from tho several treaties effected. of the National Saw company also, and
visited
tho
country
in
tho
fall, winter or
than have gone to the states west of the
, This is tho secret of
tho enthusiasm of that they had thus gained control of all
fine
left
Mississippi river from the single state of
! tho high protectionists over what
is in the factories of any importance in tho
^Although tho statement may seem to
Vermont in the last twenty years. Yet
feality some concessions to low tariff United States.
bo an extravagant one, it is nevertheless
Tho first move on tho part of tho trust*
slightly soiled
Vermont’s area lacks 5,700 square miles
principles and is full justificationof the
was
to sccuro tho retention in tho Mc- true that tho “hard times” which tho of equaling Switzerland's. Moreover,
critical attitudeof tariff refonners.
American
funner
talks
about
so
much
Vermont has more natural fertilityof
latwittreatywith Oermany is a Kinley hill of tho old prohibitive duties
on foreign saws. Tho trust was suc- aro duo more to tho bad roiwls than to soil, more chances for prosperity of
rPViPQP
SOiCl
pi
i good example of the truth of this. It
any
other
one
cause.
Thin
is especially
J.
I jiiW
up as
as a
combi- cessful, us tho followingtable of duties
manufacturing interests, a more liberal
i
has been
been held
hold up
a wonderful conibitrue in tho olden states. There' are vast
and better administered government and
j nation of business acumen and
diplo- shows:
go,
tracts
of
fertile
farming
lands
in
all
Old McKinley Imports
many other great advantagesover the
matic sagacityon our part, and a treduties, duties. UOQ. parts of tho United States which are
little European republic. Yet in Ver«K13
mendons stride forward in opening up Circular saws.,..OOpcrct. 80 per ct.
practically cut off from communication
mont hundreds of farms have been deforeignmarkets to tho farm produce of Cross cut saws
with tho rest of the world during three
0,554
per ft ........... Sets. . Sets.
spairingly abandoned, while in Switzerthis country. An imposingshow has
or
four
months
of
tho
year
and
for
a
day
Mill pit 3 drag
land every availableinch of soil is under
been made by placing side by side the
saws, not over 0
or two after every big storm oven in the
profitablecultivation,mortgages are
old rates of duty in Germany on tho
lu. wide, per ft.. 10 cU. lOcts.
summer. If the fanner lias crops to
practically unknown and the population
products affected and tho now. and call- Over 9 In. per ft... 15 cts. 15 eta.
move he can only move them when tho
l»'>ck and
is happy and contented.
! ing attentionto' tho “substantial conces- Hand,
20,010 “going is good.” Bad roads may keep
all oilier saws.. 40porct. 40 per ct.
Vermont in 1890 had a population of
*ions” secured to this country. It must
his produce out of the markets for weeks,
Total Imports............................
133,471
332,422, an increasefor ten years of only
bo admitted that on paper these look
and in the meantime prices may drop so
After the retention of these prohibi180 persons, or considerably less tlmn
well, and had the concessionsbeen made
that tho profit on his whole season’s
one-half of 1 per cent. Switzerland in
to the United States alone might even tive duties was assured, tho trust made
oi have been invested with some impor- a second move by increasing prices. work is wiped out. Bad roads double 1870 laid a population of 2,009,247,
tho time and therefore the expense of
tance. As it is. the following shows Handsaws wero advanced from 10 to 40 getting his produce from tho farm to which is estimated to have increased
fine
at
price.
per
cent,
and
crosscut
saws
from
four
since then to about 3,020,000.
that they affect a small part only of our
tho market. Bad roiwls force liim to
There must be some reason for it when
exports to Germany, and, farther,that to eight cents per foot.
keep more horses;wear out his wagons,
The saw trust employs tho same metha state of two-thirds the size of anone importantcompetitor with us for
his harnesses and his temper twice as
tho German market in agricultural ods as those adopted by the ax, tho white fast as they ought to he worn out. Bad other supportsa populationof less than
one-eleventh as many people and has
products has been accorded like conces- lead and other trusts to prevent the aoroads rob him and his family of the
sions and is in a natural position to take cmmulation of a domestic surplusfrom
stopped growing.
pleasure of associating with their friends,
Vermont’s farms are naturallyas good
much fuller advantage of them than we reactingupon the arbitrary prices it sees and change their home into a prison for
fit to fix in tho homo market. In short,
as
Switzerland’s, and better. Verare.
months at a time. Bud roads make life
mont’s governmentis as good as
During the fiscalyear ended June 30, it resorts to the export trade to dispose
in the country disagreeable,and drive
Switzerland’s,and better. Vennonts
1800, the last for which full details are of this surplus. In foreign countries,
the best of the young men who are horn
citizens have as great a love for their
available, our total exports to Germany however, it meets with strong competithere, brought up there and needed
homes and as much reluctanceto give
amounted in value to 184,315,215, a very tion, the intensityof which may be
there to the city.
them up as have tho nativesof Switzerconsiderabletrade: but of this total tho measured by the relatively low prices at
All this might be easily remedied, and
land. The only advantageof any moarticlesupon which the duties have which it sells its products,ns compared
• - '
..................... _
iSUZi- ti'-f'
» ,uoo
______ __________ -**53?
mont lies in her country roads. Does
It may of course ho argued that the
roads have already been improved in
not the widely contrasting condition of
latter total was small on account of the foreign consumers are ‘favored, for
some
localities, and tho good effect has
tho two countries show that country
duties; but. as will he shown later on, which homo consumers have to pay by
been so marked and so immediate that
roads have a powerful effect on the prosthese duties did not prevent heavy im- increasedprices. The prices are wholeStreet,
people of other sectionscannot fail to
portationsfrom other European coun- sale and net:
perity of the people?
Export see it and profit by it.
Home
In Vermont the “American system
tries of similar products. Nor when we
price,
price,
Taking tho measuresof improvement
of country roadmaking and mainteconsider how much tho saving of duty
each.
each.
Circular uura.
in the same order that the faults have
- $14.01
nance prevails and always has prevailed.
on the above year's importations,at tho- V) laches in diameter. . $18.28
32.00 been named, comes:
. 41.80
The “Americansystem” consists of layrevised rates, would have been to Ger- 60 Inches in diameter .....
58.00
First—
Location.
The
idea
that
the
60 inches In diameter ...... 75.76
many does there appear to bo much in 70 inches in diameter ...... 133.24
102.00 location of a road cannot he changed ing out roads in a happy-go-lucky fashPer foot,
ion that takes little or no heed of grades
the argument itself.The followingtaPer foot,
without revolutionizingthe community*
cents.
cents.
Champion crosscut.
or scientific location,and of maintainble shows tho amount of duty actually
.20 is a mistake. There is no reason why
.27
ing them by taxing each farmer a cerpaid, what it would have been ou the re- Thin back ................
.22
.30
highways
should
rigidly
follow
farm
Extra thin back, .........
tain amount every year and letting him
duced scale and tho amount that would One man crosscut ........
.27
.37
boundaries. Tho great desifieratumin
“work it out” by digging the mud out
Handsaws,apple
location is the avoidance of grades. It
Dozen.
Dozen.
bundle. No. 28.
differDuty.
of tho ditches at the sides of the ha/1
Duty.
$11.50 is always easier to go around an elevaOld tariff. New tariff. ence. 16 inches long ............ . $15.2914
roads and shoveling it into their center,
13.50 tion than it is to go over it. A pull np a
.
17.95J6
$2,100
$000
20
inches
long
............
Wheat ..... ..... $3,000
10.50
thus making them worse.
.
21.94Ma
26
inches
long
............
126,772
64,832
lull half a mile long will tiro a team
Ryo... .....
SLfiO
In Switzerland there are 9,000 miles
28.59%
2 30 ,UU4lw,
inches long ..............
............ . ......
6
Puloo ...... ..... 8
more than a five mile journey over a
6,092
10,154
of carefully built and scrupulouslymainSimilarlyfavorable prices aro quoted
Oats ....... ..... 10.246
level road. The Romans recognized the
290,067
1,103,668
Maize ...... ..... 1,453,335
to exporterson other saws and all saw
tained wagon roads— made of broken
KOLE, Proprietor.
47
108
disadvantage of heavy grades when they
153
Hojis .....
13,007 tools made by the trust. The above built their roads, only they didn’t bother stone and kept in better repair, it is safe
74,048
Butler ..... ..... 87,115
4,474 illustrations are, however, sufficient to
25,353
to say, than the most important paved
..... 29,827
Manufacturerof Wagons, Carriages, etc. Blacksmithiugin all its Oxen .............
to go around; they had unlimited re143 show tho extent to which foreign con
142
285
Horses ...
street in Vermont’sbiggestcity. These
sources
of
labor
and
funds
at
their
dis7,950
19,525
Flour, etc.. ..... 27,475
branches. Horseshoeing a Specialty. Prompt attention
sumers are favored.
roads climb mountains,wind through
posal, and cut through the lulls and
$377,074
High tariffs aro enacted to keep out
crooked valleys,cross raging torrents
Totals... ....$1,798,550 $1,420,870
filled
up
or
bridged
the
valleys.
Where
to repairing of all kinds in wood or iron.
foreign competition in tho home market,
and yawning chasms and are beset by
it is not advisable to avoid a grade by
duetion of duty on imports of lumber and thus give domestic manufacturers
making a circuit, it is often well to fol- a thousand difficultiesthat roadhuilders
If you want a Buggy or Carriage, .give us a call. We do not carry and timber which we cannot exactly absolute control over productionand low the Romans’ example and cut in Vermont have never met with. Yet
calculate,hut, making an extravagant prices. What is raorojmtural than that
through or fill up. The earth taken they are perfect while Vermont’sare
"these in stock, so that we can order them for you and afford
allowance for it, the entire reduction in trusts should he formed to exact from
vile. Switzerland is prosperous; Verfrom the cutting may he used with comduties on our exports to Germany for homo consumers all that the tariff al,
to turn them right over to you at a few shillings profit.
paratively little expense in fillingup the mont is
the year 1889-90would come under half
Tho writer 1ms not selected Vermont
valleys. If the road is not wholly leva milliondollars.
eled this way the grade may at least ho to compare to Switzerland because her
Who rays tho Turiff Tax?
This result appears still more trivial
roads aro worse than those of other
North Rivet St., Holland,
J
greatly reduced.
The value of our dutiableimports and
when contrasted with the saying which
Second— A foundation as solid as pos- American states. But Vermont is one
the same concessionsto Austria-Hungarythe amount of duties collected have been
sible should bo made according to scien- of the older states, and thus shows more
will effect on importsfrom tlxat country. as follows during the past five years:
tific and approved methods. This plainly the effect of our long continued
Average
The German imports from Austria are
policy of waste and neglectin onr highDutiable Duties rate should he drainedthoroughly. The best
returned at $105,250,000 yearly, on which
imiiorts.' collected,ofduty. road consists of a foundation of largo ways.
old duties amounted to $30,250,000.Un.........$450.325,i£2 $214,222,310 47.10 stones covered with a surface layer from
Statistics aro not at hand which show
der the new treaty these duties are re......... 468,143,774 216,042,256 15.63
three to six inches thick of small broken how much money is spent by Switzer......... 434,806,768 220,576.989 45.13
duced to $27,500,000, a saving of $8,750,land on her roads, or how much Ver......... 507,571,764 228,540,006 44.41 stone. A road built in this way costs
000. Why Germany, bent upon effecting
......... 466,455,173 215,903,729 46.28 money, but will last, if properly cared mont spends on hers; hut it is safe, in
a commercial union with Austria,Italy,
view* of investigations
which have been
Total ..... $2,377,352,801
$1,093,285,21940.40 for, for all time. It is a legacy to posetc., should have been willingto extend
made in other states of tho Union, to
terity-something
which
every
man
The value of imports subject to duty
considerationto the United States also,
should wish to leave behind him when say that Vermont spends as much money
Give me a call if in need of such.servicc.We will give you firstto secure its American trade in beet given above are the sum of the values of he dies. Moreover,it is a fact that every year in keeping her roads had as
class service at reasonable prices.
sugar, needs no explanation with the tho goods at the place of purchase, that
many townshipscould build roads of Switzerland does in keeping hers good.
is the prices at which the goods are
this land with less money than is now Yet Americans pride themselves on beThankful for past patronage, we respectfullysolicit future favors above figures before us.
offered
for
sale
to
any
one
in
foreign
The discriminationagainstRussia by
spent on keeping tho old ones in unre- ing the most intelligent and progressive
the new treaties will without doubt have markets.The duties collected represent
nation in the world. The Yankees have
the
tax
which
is imposed on these goods pair.
the effect of changing the sources of
achieved a world wide reputation for
Tliird—
Any
road,
however
good,
will
Germany’s grain supplies to some ex- by the United .States at its custom
he ruined if it is not intelligently re- shrewdness.It was a thrifty Yankee
houses.
tent, hut the assumption that any mateHOLLAND, MICH. rial benefit will accrue to us therefrom is • Who has paid into the treasury of the paired. Repairs should he made as soon who invented wooden nutmegs, hut that
NINTH STREET,
as the slightestnecessity for them ap- same thriftyYankee evidently prefers
not well supported. The followingshows United States $1,0931285,320 during the
pears, for the longer a defect is left to to haul his nutmegs to market through
Germany'simports of the four leading past five years? It was certainly paid
care for itself the greater tho rapidity mud in spring and fall, and flying dust
by
one
of
the
five
parties
concerned
in
cereals in 1889, with chief sources of
and shiftingsand in summer, than over
the importation of tho $2,377,352,801 with, which it will grow worse. One
supply,in thousands of bushels:
man
at moderate wages can, if he de- smooth, hard, broken stone highways,
worth
of
goods,
either
by
the
importer
Total. Austria. Russia.U. S.
votes his whole time to it, keep ten miles which would cost the commonwealth no
11,046
88 or the foreignmanufacturer.
494
Wheat........ 18,953
more and which would enable the nut32,400
197
031
Rye ...... ... 41,632
If the importer paid these duties he of broken stone road in constant and
16,375
625
4
megs to he hauled in half tho time at
Oats .......
perfect repair.
added
the
amount
to
the
price
of
the
2,617
6,413
1,057
... 14.420
tU£C. «f ••••••
Maize...'..
Fourth—
ZTo
good
thing
will
lust
if
it half the cost. It is one of the most maggoods, and, as Mr. Depew says, the
In only one instance, maize, does the
that the world
River Street,Holland. Mich.,
is not used carefully and intelligently. nificentinconsistencies
tariff tax “rested on the bottom" that is,
United States really figure as a competever
saw.
The
custom
which
prevails
nowhere
extheir
was paid by the consumer.
-OFFERitor with European sources of supply,
Luckily for the prosperity of the whole
But Mr. Foster, the secretary of the cept in America of hauling heavy loads
9
and it must he apparent that Austria,
country,this questionof roads lias at last
in
narrow
tired
wagons
would
put
ruts
The
most
complete
stock
of
for.
and not this country, will derive the treasury,says that the foreigner pays in any road. Stringentlaws should pre- been taken up in America by thoughtful
the tarifftax for the privilege of selling
benefit of lower duties ou grain. The
men who are full of enthusiasm. It
his goods in our markets. If his view vent this. In several Euroi)eancountries
We have for years made
STAPLE AND PANCT GROCERIES reduction in her case will not be offset is the right one, the foreigner has dur- this rule has been adopftd : F our wheeled has been enthusiasmthat lias accomby extra freights, which must still opplished every reform of every kind since
ing the past five years been doing a wagons drawn by two horses must have
erate to our disadvantage in competing
the first reform was made, and enthusimost unprofitablebusiness in exporting tires 2*£ inches wide; four wheeled
even with Russia.
asm will some time bring good roads.
wagons
drawn
by
three
or
four
horses
There is still a further consideration. goods to the United States, for for every
These men who have studiedthe quesmust
have
tires four inches wide; wagons
Were we securing the German market dollar's worth of goods which he sends drawn by five or more horses must have tion carefully and who have the courage
here he pays not only the cost of liandfor such imports as have in ordinary
Blankets, Comforters,
of their convictions, maintain that when
ling, insurance and freight, which tires six inches wide; two wheeled wagyears been drawn from Russia, we do
once good roads have come, and not till
amonnt
to, say, five cents, hut also 46.4 ons drawn by two horses must have tires
Dress Goods, Yarns,
not disposeof that competition in more
then, will the old time prosperityreturn
four
inches
wide;
two
wheeled
wagons
And the owners of trotters in
important markets, but, on the contrary, cents in duties to the United States. His
drawn
by
three or more horses must to languishinglocalities. That when
net
return,
therefore,
when
he
sells
his
Fascinators, Gloves, intensify it. If Russia is discriminated
have tires six inches wide. By thus put- good roads come the farmer will have as
ths vicinity can testify to our
goods hero, is only 48.0 cents.
against, even to the point of exclusion,
good a cliance to make a profit as will
Stamped Goods, by Germany, it simply means that her
Is any one stupid enough to believe ting greater road surface under heavy
work.
loads
the
lasting
quality
of
the
road
is the shoe dealer in the town. That
surplus supplieswill find their way in that this is true? If foreigners send
when good roads come one-halfthe dis-AXtf—
their goods to the United States, do they increased one-lialf.Moreover, tho two
still greater volume to other countries,
Special attention also given to
agreeable features of life in tho country
lets
of
wheels
on
a
four
wheeled
wagon
not do it because they can get more for . .
m
«
l
___ *11 1. ^ _
__ J
t. k
Great Britainfor instance, and what we
ihould not he allowed to “track.” That i will l>e wiped ont. That the benefit to
Gentlemen's
Furnishing
Goods
them
here
than
where
they
were
made?
lameness and diseasesof the foot.
might gain on the one hand would ceris, the rear wheels should he a few inches , the inliahitants of the rural regions will
If this is true the consumer in the United
tainly he more than lost on the other.
This side of Grand Rapids, and
Owing to the extraordinary state of States, not the foreign manufacturer, farther apart than the front wheels, so he not only pecuniary bnt social, and by
things now prevailingthroughout Eu- pays the tarifftax. Which view of the that they will not bear upon the same a reflex action moral and mental, and
compete with
part of the road surface that the front ; that then, and not till then, Mill this
rope, present or immediate experienceis matter is the more unreasonableone?
of no value in testing the soundness of
wheels have already strained. Wheels ' magnificentnation of ours be justifiedin
RAPIDS PRICES. the above analysis; hut with a return to Never set aside a bottle dirty. Wash, are “cramped” when they turn corners, holding up its head and crying: “We
normal conditions it will bo seen that
clean and turn with tho neck down that and do not “track.” You never saw a are the greatest in the world. Hero all
the treaty of which so much has been
and
rut where one road turns off from an- ! people have an equal chance. Here will
made is a small matter indeed.— New- it may dry, and no dust bo in it when
! success and prosperity
ever abide.
you
want
it.
York Daily CommercialBulletin.
ADKO OK if AXIS.
River St., Holland.
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BLANKETS!

After a very successful Blanket season,

we have some

find

we

blankets

Iicoc
that are

by handling.

blankets will be

at a

ICQ

I

make them

Regardless of
A grand

Cost

opportunity of buying a pair
almost your own

blankets

Voigt, Herpolshimer
Co! &

.......

______

78, 80 and 82 Monroe

GRAND

RAPIDS,

MICHIGAN.

.

.
.

.

tlnion

Shoeing

anil

lobbing Shop!

....

JAMES

..

lows?

Mich.

__

not.

AMES KOLE.

UNDERTAKING!

1887

1888

1889

Excellent Horses and Carriages and Hearse.

1890

1891

Caskets and everything necessary.

J. il.
d

N1BBELINK

G.Van Putten

HORSES

Should have

& Sons

feet

well cared

HORSESHOEING
A

DRY

GOODS

SPECIALTY

_ _ mm

R.

WESTVELD

HOKSESHOER

FARRIER

.

•«

GRAND

FLOUR AND FEED

other.

f.

,...4-

REAL ESTATE AND BUILDING.

conveniences intended for their person-

WORK

1

IJnlmnll fail, on

ABOUT

IN CONGRESS.

activity will al comfort ami wqll being.
A .Hynii|i*Uof (hr rror«i«dlngsIn tlaik
prevail In the building tradoof Mnliaml
It is rc]iortodthat Mr. George II.
llouioa,
during tin; year |8tt2, hiioIi tin It hna Chandler of Kalamazoo will prolwhly
Washington, Jan. S#.-The senate, with
never In Its provloua bintory exjwrl* locate in Holland In tho spring and
an average attendance of not more than
eneed. A canvabH of the idtuation erect u handsome residence.
twenty-five memboni during the greater
•unonjt the most prominent builders SheriffVnupoll of Grand Haven has
OF
part of the day, dUouiwed theUAhra
and contractor^of thin vicinity reveals dollnltoly decided to take up his resi- claim till adjournment.During the
COURSE
in
the foot that unusual preparations arc dence in this city, and has had plans inoni.ng hour public building bills were
be! uk made with a view to meeting the drawn for ft house to cost about $3,000 passed appropriating about 1800,000,one of
this
line,
staple
specialties.
which give:* $75,000 for a building at JackBECAUSE WK SHOW THK
anticipateddemand, and building ma- and to be situated at tho corner of
sonville, Ills. Hills were passed to aid
terial i- already being oigtracted for in Thirteenth and Cedar streets.
“Jewel” Stoves,
South Dakota to support a school of mines,
“Empire”
(iua;:’. . »h which a few years ago would
Mr. Sherwood Hall of tho firm of $13,000 a year; to increase the accommodaDetroit Stove Works
LARGEST
AND
BEST
ASSORTMENT
Binders,
have bjeu consideredsufllciontfor Brown, Hull & Co. of Grand Rapids, tion* nt tho Detroitmarine hospital,$30,“Gold Coin” Stoves.
000; and after an executive session the sen'• ’V.sral years supply. The cost of
made u trip to Macafawa and Ottawa ate adjourned.
IN THE CITY.
“Empire”
building will, however, bo materially parks on Saturday last accompaniedby
Chicago Stove Works
Washington*, Jan. 31. -The aenate yesDrills,
increased owing to a combinationof Mr. S. H. Truscott, also of that city. terday pawed a bill for a public building And sell at a very small profit.
“ Home Comfort '
circumstances.Shingles* always con- Mr. Hull has given u contract to T. H. at Grand Haven, Mich., $50,000,and one
Hangos.
“Tiger”
A FULL LINE OF
sidered as the criterionof prices in this Truscott & Sons to build u steam launch appropriating IHW.OOUfor a building at The
Hay Rakes,
Dun E. Paris Stov..branch of industry,have advanced from to be used for pleasure purjtoscsduring Dalles, Oregon,a town of 5,000 Inhabitants.
Works “ BarlerV’
Washburn© introduced a bill Imposing
“ Imperial
ten to fifteen jvreent beyond tin; figures the season.
Oil
Heaters.
special taxes on “options” on grain, and
PloVSjjj;.
AND OTHER JEWELRY.
at which they have been hold for the
W. C. Walsh has let the contracts Hoar presented a petition from Now Or“Quick
Meal”
New
past four years, thus indicating, that this week for two new residences,one leans protesting Against such legislation.
" IJisscll ”
Process Gasoline
despite the mildness of the winter on River street and one on Fifteenth The house gallerieswere crowded with Our stock of Silverwarewe. are
Plows,
people
expecting
to
hear
the
president's
Stoves,
which bus )>ermittedunusual facilities street.
selling at almost cost.
Chilian message,but it did not appear.
for marketing lumber, a general odSimon Bos has the foundation tin- An attempt to have Miss Barton's mem“Ajax "
Leonard’sCleanable
vanco in building material may Ik* ex- ished for a new house on Ninth street. orial on Russian starvation printed in The
If you have a watch ar clock
.L
Refrigerators.
Cultivators,
pected. The organizationof trades K. Skaddeloo sold a lot on the corner Reconi was defeated by an objection. that needs repairing we will do
Springerintroducedhis bill for free wool;
unions in this city must also be counted of Market and Thirteenthstreets this
Aquilla Rich Pure House Paints,1
referred to the ways and mean committee. it for you satisfactorily.
Lawrence & Chapin Spring-Tooth
upon to exert an influencein advancing week to J. Schuurman for $700. A fine Hills were introducedto pay a service
Aquilla Rich Pure Floor Paints,
Harrows,
the cost of building.Already the residencewill unboubtedlybe erected pension in addition to invalid pensions,
and raise the money by income tax; requirBricklayers’,Plasterers’, and Masons’ there before long.
ing the treasury to use any legal tender
Detroit White Lead Works CarUnion is out with a circular to the
At a meeting of the carpenters held
Cleveland Dryer Co’s Feltilizers,
money in the redemptionof bonds, and
riage Paints,
bosses, in which a scale of prices has been last Tuesday evening, officers were prohibiting the secretary of the treasury
Cor. Eighth and Market.
adopted and the hours of labor detined. elected fora permanent Union. The from paying more than face value with
“Gypsine,” a superior Substitute F. C. Sturtevant’s Lawn FertilixAfter March 1st, buildersand contract- charter has been received and officers interestfor any outstandingbonds.
for Kalsomine.
Washington,Jan. 22.-Yesterdayin the
ors employingUnion men will be ex- will be elected at their next meeting.
senate Stanford made a speech advocating
pected to conform to the schedule,
All operations known to the dental Ids bill for the loan of government money
which has been fixed as follows: For
on laud security, and Pcffer spoke two
regular work, forty cents j>er hour; for
hours in favor of the same bill.' A bill
ful operators at the Central Dental was passed for the relief of the University
to.
overtime, time and one half, or sixty
Parlors.
of Missouri. The La Abra case was then
cents per hour; for Sunday work, double
resumed and discussed until adjournment
time or 80 cents per hour; a day’s work
LOCAL MARKETS.
which was taken to Monday.
Price* I’mIU to Parmcra.
Bills were introducedin the house: For
to be limitedto nine hours. The Union
PRODUCE.
two revenue cutters for the lakes; for the
also stipulatesthat no non-union men
Rutter, per lb .................................. 18 free and unlimited coinage of silver
shall be employed, and that pay days KggH, per do* ...........................
(Bland); to purchase the Sturgeon Bay
We have a large stock of Fanck
shall be at least every two weeks. From Dried Applea,per lb .................. .Mtf to .05 and Michigan canal; for a bounty of $10
Potatoes, per bu ........................
. .18 to .20 per month to veteraus who have not rethe above, deduction can safely be drawn
Rockers on hand which will be
Onions, per bu ........................
ceived bounty; for public buildings at
that the cost of building in general will Beans, perbu ..... ...............
1.00 to 1.15 Sterling and Dixon, Ills., each $50,000;
be increased,though not to an extent Deans, hand picked,perbu ........... 1.25 to 1.40 to prevent the adulteration of baking pow- sold at lowest prices. They are
Apples,per bu ........................ ...80 to .00 der; for a public building at Columbus,
that will in any way limit it.
all of the latest styles— Solid Oak
GRAIN.
ImL; the portraits of ex-SpeakersGalusha
Dealers in real estate in Holland also
Wheat, per bu ......................... ........90 A. Grow and Randall were accepted, and a
anticipatea brisk trade on the opening Oats, per bu ............................
new code of rules presented,being the frames, spring seats, and polish
of the spring season. Thus far this Corn, perbu ............................
same as those of the Fiftieth congress with
a few changes to prevent filibustering. finish. They range in price from
year sales have been limited, but pre- Harley, per bu .........................
The house adjourned to Monday.
Buckwheat, perbu .....................
dictionsbased upon tho increased prosabout $2.50 to $20. This will be
Washington, Jan. 26.-The galleriesin
perity of the city and its growing Clover Seed, per bu ....................
both houses of congress were filled yester- the only chance this season to seprominence as a manufacturing centre,
BEEF. PORK, ETC.
day with people who wanted to hear the
are freely made, that an amount of Hams, smoked, per lb .................. .06 to .08 president’s Chilian message. Hoar re*
OR
cure such bargains on Rockers.
Shoulders,smoked, per lb ............. .05 to .00
activity corresponding with that noted
Chickens,dressed,per lb .............. .08 to. 10 ported a resolution confirming Horace
^Jmildipgjjhylej^iiJ. mark .the owmTurkey, dressed, per lb ........................09 1 !“HU induced a bill to reorganizetbe
ihg'of the year's season.
Turkey. live,per lb ............................w Une ot tlie 0,my. und Hale one to increase line of Hanging Lamps in the
NOTES.
Tallow, per lb ................................. 01 the navy. Shortly before 1 p. m. tbe presiMr. M. J. Reisiger,city architect of
Lard, per lb ........................... 00 if to .07 dent’s message was received aud read, be- city.
Muskegon, was in town last week look- Beef, dressed, per lb ................... 01 to .054 ing listened to with close attention.The

WE

,

CLOCKS

HARDWARE

TALK

WATCHES. We

!i

have everything our trade demands
great

and

both

.

*

DIAMONDS

RINGS,

Olto

Breyman & Son

DOWN

Any work pertaining to Drive Wells or City
Water Works promptly attended

GOES THE

PRICE!

KANTERS BROS.
HOLLAND, MICH.

.....

FOR

Z

ing after business.

Pork, dressed, per

lb

Mr. James Huntley reports that the Mutton, dressed, per

handsome edifice erected for the president of Hope college, is now completed
and about ready for occupancy. This
is one of tho most striking residence
buildings in Holland. Its interioris
furnished throughoutin red oak. and

Veal, per

05

.................. Ofl to .07

.............................. 03 to .05

WOOD AND COAL.
to cousuinors.
Dry Beach, per cord .........................1.75
Dry Hard Maple, per cord ....................
2.00

Green Beach per cord ........................i.r>0
Hard Coal, per ton ............................
0.50
Soft Coni, per

ton

............................
4.00

FLOUR AND KKKD.

appointments.It is said to have
cost $8,000 and its appearancegreatly
-improves the aspect of tho college
of its

grounds.
building erected conjointly by

the First State Bank and Mr. H. Boone

by the bank will be finished in another

-

RINCK
&CO.

message and documents were ordered
printed and referred to the foreign rela
tions committee. Some routine business
was attendedto when the oflicial notice of
Justice Bradley’s death was received, and
after remarks by McPherson aud Hoar,
the senate us a mark of respect adjourned.
Spanker Crisp presided in the house, and Eighth Street, Holland.
was greeted with applausewhen he appeared. Little was done except to listen
to the president's message,which was referred to the foreign affairs committee.Stump of Maryland introduceda bill ab
solutelyprohibiting immigrationof

Price to consumers.
Hay, per ton ........ ,... ......................11.00
Flour, “Sunlight,”patent, per barrel ........ 6.20
Chinese laborers.At 3 p. m. the house
Flour* “ Daisy,"straight, per barrel ..........4.80
adjourned.
Ground Feed, 1.00 per hundred, 10.00per ton.
Washington,Jan. 27. -The senate yesCorn Meal, unbolted.1.00 per hundred, 19.00 per
terday ordered that when a presidential
ton.

is

Chicago.

.T

heard upon the architecturalfeatures
Chicago,Jan. 28.
Following were the quotationson the board
of the building, which is undoubtedly
of trade today: Wheat —January, opened
the most conspicuous in the city. Its 87c, closed 87)4c; February, opened 87J4c,
only blemish is the schoolboy-likechar- closed87^; May, opened WiJfc, dosed W^c.

«•
inspection.
George,
„

hannilv

i
I

house

The new reeidence or Mr.
Hummer attracts considerable notice. |
now that it hi completed. The

.mnmt,

.wood.
’

pnntiiiTie
contains t.uralvn
twelve rooms, and <1...
the j—4
interior

|

S

nl

j

_____

•
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f

tics,
«(», and
and

The best and cheapest place in Holland is at

BROUWERS

IN

We have

OTTAWA COUNTY.

finished in red

.

.

lot3,

!

spring.
Me.™

.

Scott and Sclmurmun

hh rntfag?

it

.

OUR GREAT SPECIALTY.

Lamps, Hanging Lamps,
Table Lamps, Store Lamps,

facts Blount

!

^

B^eer8’(Ml

^

'Building contractor,James Huntley,

--

---

disapprouslBrecktoi^a'a tac-

PIANO LAMPS,

The
up under an

the
referred.
the resolution
resolution was
was referred,

!

'

changed: quotationsranged at $3.75^.35 westnatives,aud 85.50(3.0.25lambs.

Xit

The
W.

box.

&

New York.
Nrw Yobk,

to their factory, and lumber has already

•

Jan. 26.
winter cash, $1.04)^; Jandock is to be constructed in a L shape, ruary, $1.02)4; February, $1.02)6; March,
$1.03)4; May, $1.02)6. Corn-No. 2 mixed
its dimensions being 50x100 feet, and it cash, 4956c; January, February aud March,
will bo completed before the opening of 48)6c; April, 48)4c. Oats— Dull; No. 2 mixed
cash, 35)6)4c; March, 3f>)6c.Kyo— Dull and
navigation.Although the latest addi- lower; 94®«6c for tho whole range. Barley
tion to Holland’s manufacturingcon- -Quiet and unchanged, two-rowed state,
85c; No. 2 Milwaukee,71@72c. Pork— Dull;
cerns, C. L. King
Co. are rapidly mess, $0.75(8.10.75. Lard- Quiet; March, $6.87
coining to the front as a progressive, bid; May, $7.03.

been ordered for this purpose. The

Wheat

-No. 2

red

C%

&

Toledo.

enterprisingfirm, whose example will

Toledo, Jau. 26
Wheat— Cash, 02c bid; May, Wi^c; July,

have a salutatoryeffect upon the city's
*

92>64f.0-96<.'Corn-Cash,

30)6c. Gate-Cash

Considerable improvements wil aud May. a^. llye— Cash, 85)6. Clover
Need - Cash, $5.75.
shortly be made in the local buildings
Milwaukee.
Of the C. & W. M. R. R. Bids have
Milwaitkzu,Jan. 26.
-Cash, 83c; May, 86c. Barley— No.
b u advertisedfor a new round house Wheat
65c; February, 65J4c; March, 65)6c; samples
to be constructed of brick, also a new steady. Bye— No. 1, 80c; No. 2, 79c. Oats- No.
c: gine house, sand house, turn tables, 2 white.32)6c; No. 3 do, 29c. Corn-No. 3, 35c;
No. 37c.
oil bouse, water tanks, etc. Provision
Detroit.
has been made for tho employees in the
Detiioit,Jan. 20.
2,

4.

•

of

new

offices,

and the same build-

ing will contain bathrooms and other

PAULA.STEKETEE
Fight Street, Opp.

NoticrA VerSchure,

HOLLAND, MICH.

tion.

In this convention fight Chicago was a
Produce: Butter— Fancy separator, 30c:
dairies,fancy, fresh,23@25c; packing stock,. dark horse. Everybody was afraid of the
Windy City, und although everybodyhad

Dressed poultry— Spring chickcna,fair to good,
per lb; roosters, 5c; du cks, 10® 12c;
Queen Anne style of architecture,and 8®0c
geese, (VaiUc; turkeys,choice, UtfrUlfo; fair to
will contain ten rooms.
plans good, 10&10>£c; poor, 8(S,9c. i'otatoes—Ho
have been drawn by architect
K. hrous, 27(a,30o per buf Burbanks. 30@33cj Itoec,
30c for seed; Poarloss, 30®32c for seed; comJohnston of Grand Rapids and Muske- mou to poor mixed lots, 2(%25e; sweet potatoes, Illinois, $1.00@2JJ5 per brl. Apples gon.
Common, 81.^1.50 per brl; good, $1.75; fancy,
A step in the right directionis about $2. Cmnberries-CapeCod, $8.50@7.00per brl;
$1.50®L76 jwr box; Jerseys, $5.50@8.00per
to be taken by the firm of C. L. King
brl; $1.50 per
,
Co., in tho building of a dock adjacent

suup

l.-K

erns, S3.75@5.45

stories, with attic and basement, of the

interests.

i

CHICAGO GETS THE PLUM.

-"

two

months break ground for
new residenceto lx* occupied by himself und family, it will con.iat 'of
a

HOLLAND, MICH.

former prices; quotations ranged at 84.756^5.40

built

will in a few

Prices.

DINNIR SITS!

*

over thirty new houses last year, and common to medium do, $2.00^8.00butchers'
The Democratic National Convention
______
-1
c+fw.tHi £•>
•»
*•> trt'TNO en m .......
confidentlyexpect that this year’s transtockers, 82.30^3.50Texas
Will Be Held There.
------ - ---- - ------cows,
.action, will considoi’aWy aai^asg^hat 8U'5@3.60 bulls aud $:J.WJ©0.00 veal calves.
Washington, Jau. 22.— Chicago gets it;
number.
Sheep—Market rather quiet and pricesun- that is, the Democratic national conven/?

a Special Lot of Wall Paper at

Low

ALL KINDS OF LAMPS.
oak a handsome and Ught; sales ranged at f&80®4.45 pigs, $4. 21% new rules were then taken
, ,
us riL unU 4.8.J light, $4.3% 4.45 rough packing, 4.8304,60 agreement for seven hours’ debate,one
lasnionable
mixed, and $4.45f2i4.75heavy packing aud hour to be given Alliance men. Speeches
Elegant Stock
Prices Low
Rumor has it that another new bank Hl‘il,1,inK
I were made for the rules by Catching and
buildiing will grace our city in the
«j|
wkii. R«d and Burrow. crirlcW
We Sell Everything in Crockery and Glim
is

RIVER STREET.

...

,

Live Stock: Prices at the Union stock yards asking him to send all the

.....11 __________
...

ANY KIND,

STORE

Corn— January, opened J7H|c, closed 37^c;
acter of the letteringon the stones,>in 1 February,opened 87%c, closed 88J4c; May, open, .,
which the word “Bank” is cut. but ed3l%c, closed 40)6c. Oats-Jauuary, opened ^ Uie house Breckinridge introduceda
this
,1
February, opened aud closed resolutlon autl ask«d for immediatecon- Hand
tnis happily is not noticed at a superii-ssgc; May, opened 30^, ciosed 30J4c. Pork- deration, charging by implicationthat
Cial
j January,Opened $11.80,closed 811.15;May, the president had possession of the
-

OF

Exclusive Crockery

ings it shall be omittedfrom those of tho

senate. The judiciary committeewas
authorizedto send for persons and papers,
etc., in the investigation of the charges
against Judge Woods, of Indiana. An
executive session *vas held for ten minutes
und then public business was resumed.
Some measures of little public interest
... ..... r| V|
yuv
were acted upon, ..........
and the..
remainder
of the
sessiontaken up with discussion of the
La Abra claim

-

FMinra

THE ONLY

message is printedin the house proceed-

Corn Meal, bolted, 3.00 per barrel.
Middlings..90 per hundred, 17.00per ton.
Hran, .85 per hundred, 10.00 per ton.
Linseed Meal, 1.50 per hundred.

draws near completion, and it is expected that the portion to be occupied

week. Much favorablecomment

lb

Price

marbleizcd mantels add to the elegance

The

lb

............

Suites, Parlor Suites,
FANCY ROCKERS,

Bed-Room

Wheat-No. 2 red cash, 92?4c; May, Wfyfi bid;
No. 1 white cash, 02?4c. Corn— No. Soash, 30c.
Oat a— No. 2 cash, 33c.

been assuredthat Chicago did not ask for
the prize, there was a lurking suspicion
that she was not to be trusted, aud
spring a small game at some stage

BRANDS:

might
of the

SUNLIGHT— Fancy

Roller Patent.

specialties:
Graham, Bolted Meal,

proceedings.Outside of Chicago MilwauDAISY— Roller Patent.
kee had the lead apparently up to the time
Wheatena, Wheat Grits,
PURITY— Roller Patent.
of the committeemeeting. How things
IDLEWILD—
Roller
Patent.
went later is given below. Promptly at
Buekwheat Flour, Pearl Barley,
noon Chairman Brice called the committee
MORNING STAR— Roller Straight.
to order, and Commissioner Ross, of the
Rye
Rolled Oats,
far
DAILY BREAD— Holler Straight.
District,made a short welcoming address,
ECONOMY-Family.
Rye Graham, Feed and Meal.
to which Brice briefly replied.
profit is
At 2:40 p. m. the committee took a recess
CuBtem Stone and Bolt for Rye and Buekwheat.Rolled Feed Mill for Coarse
until 3:45. At that hour Sulloway of New
Grain; capacity 100 bushels per
1-4
Hampshire, moved that June 21 be select- Holiday orders were too large,
ed as the date of holding the next Demoand we have decided to
cratic convention. Watterson suggested
offer some
July 5. Gorman supported June 21, and
Watterson, stating that he was not par-

RUN DOWN

To Nothing--as

as

concerned.

ticularly

wedded

to

any

date, withdrew

hour.

RARE BARGAINS

motion and June 21 was selected. Theu
in open session the hearing of city boomers
was begun. The banquet hall was pla-INcarded with the pictures of the principal
buildings in the various competing cities.
When on the fifteenth ballot it was announced that Chicago had twenty-seven Ladies’ Solid Gold and Filled Case
votes and the convention, the crowd in the
corridors were fairly struck dumb. That a
city which had not even asked for the convention should be selected was inexplicALL SIZES AND GHADKS.
able. The Milwaukee,St. Paul and
Detroitdelegations went on the sidewalk Mont Acurate, Durable, and ElegantlyChased
and cheered for Cleveland. Resolutions
thanking Hon. William Dickson, the resident member of the committee and the
local reception committee for their excellent care aul attention to the national
committee were adopted, and at 11:45 the
committee adjourned.
Eighth Street, Holland, Mlch.s
his

Flour,

WATCHES.

C, A.

STEVENSON

The Highest Cash Market Price for

all

Farm Produce!
Bring in your Potatoes, Onions, Apples,
Beans, Eggs, Etc.

AUSTIN HARRINGTON
River Street, Near Flieman's Shop, Holland, Mich.

